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'~¥lllJl(11s-credit ctrrd 
. so licitlttio r1 
BY JEFF DAVIS 
Or-Bo.EDITOR 
make it harder for students to get a 
credit card on campus, there are still 
many outlets for them to do so. 
The most recent statistics re-
. They seemed like they were garding credit cards are in the 1995 
always around: When students first Roper CollegeTrack .. The survey 
arrived at Xavier fo register for shows that 59 percent. of college 
classes-they were there. · Theri, . students· hold some kind of multi-
when students walked iitto the Uni- purpose credit card, compared to 54 
versity Centerfor lunch, again, they percent of average adults. Two-
were there_:_ stalking their next vie~ thirds of those students say they 
tim. They lured students in with obtained the card to establish a good 
free· water bottles,· T-shirts, and history with creditors. 
mpvie passes, then they snatched However, that . desire to 
them. achieve financial credit leavesmany 
It is a common scene on col- facingthedilemmaofhowtogetout 
lege campuses across the; United'.· of the.mess.·,,; • .- • ·• ·, · 
States: The credit card company , · -Creditc>i:S-iifgue ihatst~dents 
trying t<> lure.students into their web . should be .responsible for: their 
of credit- Sometimes students, find . spending and they. shouldn't be 
themselves entrapped in the web, . blamed for the student's credit card 
unable to get out. nightmares-.:..Only 18 percent of stu-
Now, Xavier has banned those dents claim they get a creditcard to 
same companies who were a:ccom-. become more financially respon-
plices to the construction of the enor- sible. However, Barbara Harris still 
mous debt facing many of its stu- thinks credit card companies are 
dents. somewhat to blame. 
Jim Miller, associate director 
for student services for the Univer-
sity Center, said as of June of 1997, 
Xavier no longer accepts reserva-
tions from credit card companies 
that wish to solicit students on cam-
pus. 
Although Xavier's move will 
Harris is public relations di-
rector for Credit Counselor~s. a na-
tional credit counseling organiza-
tion out of Dallas, Texas. 
"A void the credit card table at 
all cost," Harris said. ~'Many stu-
dents go out broke on a Friday night 
(Please see Card, page 5) 
McCullough.returns home 
• • • .. t' • • 
Bv AM:v ZvwicKI 
,ASST. NEWS EDITOR ' 
cially the studen'ts here and the kind' 
of work I do. Xavier was an answer 
to a prayer for me when I first came 
After more than four years of here. I wanted to be able to come 
dedic~iing her life.. to shaping and into an environment that would ac-
supporting diversity ori Xavier's . cept change and mo've forward in a 
. campus, R()semary McCullough re- positive .mainframe and that is just 
cently .announced her resignation as what has happened." · · 
directorforMulticulturalAffaii:s. Throughout her four years at 
. . 'on Oct. 8, McCullough will )Cavier, ,McCulloug.h has helped to 
be leaving behind a position that has guide and counsel .students in all 
. enabledher to enrich the academic, ·. aspects of th~ifJivirs includi~g aca-
cultl)rfil,·,,fil1d,social· experiences of '.·ae1Ilic, .personal •. an~ ,financial af-
many students. on cainpus to return · fairs. · · · ·· · '· · · · · 
to her home town of Peoria, Ill. to "Through~ut iny time,here, I 
' attend to a family, illness. have tried to help ~tudents.establish 
While in Peoria, she will be somesortof~~isionforfu~inselves, 
workingforCaterpillarTractorCo., one in wfiich .th~y ~ill elilerge as 
managing business resources and role models.·arid leaders, not just at 
training for the parts and services Xavier, but in the community," said 
· divisions. McCullough. "I have tried'to help 
"This was a very difficult de- students understand thalit isn'tjust 
cision,," said McCullough; . about what you say, it's about what 
"I really do love Xavier espe- · .·you do that makes the difference in 
' Ii! 
the lives of others. I try to encour-
age students to be proactive and 
take responsibility for their lives 
and the lives of others." 
"As I look back over the last 
four years, 'the one thing that really 
sticks out in my mind is the' number 
of students that l have personally 
gotten to know," said McCullough. 
"I have enjoyed working with 
them and seeing them mo"e for-
ward and enterinto the next stage of . 
theif lives." 
Besides her involvement with 
students, McCµllough has also 
worked closely wiiil'other depart-
ments on campus to implement pro-
grams that will address' issues in an 
attempt to b~tt~r prepare students to 
successfully live in a diverse world. 
. ' .; . .· .. 
(Please see Director, page 2) 
Ciµergy begins 
rewiring of Cohen. 
The Convocation Center project·continues in its early 
· stages. Throughout the week,. workers from Cinergy 
have been busy rewiring the above ground wires 
surrounding the Cohen. Center:'. No power is expected 
' ',to be lost as a resuli of this work. 
. ~ ' ... 
jj iii 
.. ·-·. 
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N~b-.ra 
Women's Fair· 
The. Office of .Health and Counseling is sponsoring a 
Women's Health Fair today from 4-7 p.m. in the Office of·· 
Multicultural Affairs on Ledgewood Drive. ·Topics include 
sexuality in the '90s, healthy relationships, health and wellness, 
eliminating abuse, and alcohol awareness. Skin care special-
ists, gift baskets, and snacks will be available at this event for . 
women only. 
Liberation forum 
Dr. Jose MariaMantero win be presenting "Ernesto Cardenal 
and the Poetics of Liberation" tomorrow at 3 p.m. in Lindner 103. 
Sponsored by. the department of Modern Languages, the Junior 
Faculty Research Forum will focus on Cardenal, a Nicaraguan 
writer. and priest who exemplifies the impact that liberation 
theology has had on society. . 
:Fall Ball tickets 
; Tickets for Fall Ball.are on sale until this Friday. The.· 
theme for this year's dance is "Free-falling;'' and it will be at 
Musfo.Hallfrom 9 p.m~~l a.m. Tickets can be purchased at the 
SAC office in the University Center for $7 until the day of the 
dance,whenth~ywill be $10. 
. . . . 
Sttidellt directories 
Student,.faculty, and staff directories may: be picked up by 
coinmuter students at the Commuter Information Center in the 
University Ceriter any time after Wednesd~y. On-campus stu-
dents will receive their directories in their mailboxes. 
... 
·.~ . ~ompiled by Kara Benken 
security Notes 
Wednesday, Sept. 24, 6:00 p.m. 
A student reported .her All Card was stolen from the 
second floor of the sports center while she was working out. 
Friday, Sept. 26, 1 :45 p.m. 
A 21 speed Canriondale bike was stolen from beneath 
the stairway adjacentto the Fieldhouse. 
Friday, Sept; 26, 7:30 p.m. 
An unde~age st.u<:Ient was cited for alcohol consumption ' 
when Q,bserved consum'illg alcohol in a motor vehicle. . 
Secu~ity' Note of tlte·Week .· 
Monday, Sept. 29,9:30. a.~. . 
The Physical Plant recovered three fr(>nt Hce11,se plates 
removed from cars parked in the North Lotfroin New York, 
Ohio and Illinois. An investigation is peti:ding. · 
,.;.,· 
.. ·' 
-:-<=ompilcd by Amy Zywicki 
·. . ~· 
Be all that yoll can be: 
· Semester at Sea 
By LEAH MONTGOMERY. 
NEWS WRITER 
Imagine a semester traveling , 
the world by sea, stopping in nine 
·different countries, and not missing 
a class. Senior Jeff Wagenbrenner 
spent last spring semester doing 
exactly this aboard the S.S. Uni-
verse Explorer through a' program 
-called Semester at Sea. 
· · Semester at Sea is a program 
through the University of 
Pittsburgh's Institute of Shipboard 
Education. The program is open to 
all national and international col-
lege students. 
Each of the 700 students 
aboard the ship take anywhere be-
tween nine and 18 credit hours. 
There are a wide variety of classes 
offered. 
There is one required core 
class for all students that focuses on 
the latest economic, political, and 
social situation of each country vis-
ited. 
Wagenbrenner decided to ap-: 
ply for Semester .at Sea last fall 
semester and Was accepted~ The 
application pro~ess w,as similar to a 
college' applic,aticm;. consisting of 
·one essay focusing on a current event 
• in one of the countries to be visited. 
ul knew,· I wanted to study 
abroad and I realized that opportu-
nitieir to ·visit countries like. Viet-
n~, Africa, and India wereJilllited, 
so I applied," said Wagenbie~~er. 
The boat left from the Baha-
mas in late January a~d returned to 
Seattle in early May after sailing to 
the following countries: Venezuela, 
Brazil, South Africa, Kenya, India, 
Vietnam, Philippines, Hong Kong, 
•· and Japan. The entire journey lasted 
a little over 100 days. 
On average, the ship was at 
port at each country for one week. 
Classes were held everyday while at 
sea, until the arrival at the next port. 
While in each country, the 
s.tudents would have various assign-
Senior Jeff Wagenbrenner made a couple of friends in Cape Town, 
South Africa. 
ments to complete, such as going While traveling, Wagen-
into towns and speaking with people, brenner notice~ that the poor of each 
visiting local businesses and country all had one thirig in com-
churches, and observing social and mon: They all had a dr.eam of one 
cultural differences, among other day coming to America. _ 
assignments. While Wagenbrennerand the 
"Most of what I learned .was other students were in South Africa 
through the experiences of the dif- many of the poor children from the 
ferentcultures. Theclassesgaveme townships ran up to greet the stu-
an outline·and my personal experi- dents. The children were fascinated 
ences helped to fill it in," said by the students and they lifted their 
Wagenbrenner. arms to be held and played with by 
· One highlight of them. 
Wagenbrenner's journey was his After the end of his journey, 
African safari in Tsabo National Wagenbrenner said he appreciated 
Park, located in Kenya.• The safari the United States more than eyer: 
was an optional .side trip . which The final .leg of the trip, tlie boat 
W,~g~µbre1mer could,notp_iis&up. ; . sa.iled from Osaka, Japan to.Seattle,· 
• ';;:.~Another liigilfight.was his. ·Wash ·· ,. , ' ·;( ::;::.,: 
aclditlonal side trip to Beijing, China. • . · ·Th~ 'students did not see land 
During his visit he and his friends forover lo days upon their arrivalto 
. hiked a section of the Great Wall of the United States. Wagenbrenner 
said that he had never been 'fuore 
excited to be back in America and to 
see his family. 
··china .. 
"If I had to narrow it down, 
my two favorite places were Viet-
nam and South Africa. Vietnam 
· was especially enlightening because 
my father served there in the ·war 
and I got to visit the same places he 
did. After being there, I realized 
why people my age were terrified to 
serve in Vietnam," said 
Wagenbrenner. 
"The majority of the coun-
tries I went to were considered third 
world countries and they lacked the 
simple conveniences of America. 
After my travels, I truly felt like I 
accomplished something. .• ' 
"I am app'reciating my trip so 
much more now that I am back," 
said Wagenbrenner. 
Director resigns 
·rrom.OMA 
(continued from page 1) 
One such upcoming program 
McCullough has helped coordinate 
is "Midterm Madness" which will 
be ori Monday, Oct. 6 from 1 :307 
2:30 in the OKI room. This pro-
gram is designed to help first year 
students. deal with the preparation 
and pressures associated with m.id-
terms. 
McCullough attributes the 
' . success ofMulticultural Affairs pro-
grams to :Xavier's close knit com-
munity. 
"I really want to thank every-
one· in the Xavier· community for 
working really closely with the of-
fice and supporting the various ac-
tivities that we. have put forth in 
.. ;,. 
terms of our programmatic efforts 
and be assured that I will continue to 
be a part of the Xavier community. 
If there are things that I can do in 
another capacity, I certainly will." 
The Office of Multicultural 
Affairs is a department of the ·Divi-
sion of Student Development and . 
exists to help achieve the uiiiversity 's 
goal of supporting diversity. 
Multicultural Affairs provides stu-
dents and staff with the support ser-
vices and programs designed to en-
rich 'the academic, cultural, and so-
cial experiences of all students on 
campus. 
-Fre~ Wings· & Drinks!. 
Admission $2 
Fr~nk.King 
"The Slide Show Guy" · 
'i 
r ·Owen Smith 
· . . 'tickets on sale in the S.14.e. office. . 
.. from }Vl.onday, Sept. 29 - Jriday, Oct. 3 
$~ presale, $10 at th(! door· 
. . 
· . Buses leave from the end of the nesidential /Ylall 
and fA,niversity Drive between·· 9 - 10:30 p.m. 
m · · 2 · 
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Tutoring._ program-_ 
see~ conversation· 
BY SARAH KELLEY 
. NEWS .WRITER 
One of the hardest parts of being an international student is learning 
the language and the culture. Due to Xavier's tutoring program, which 
teaches English as a second language, international students are learning 
to adapt. . 
"This program makes ~t easier for international students to integrate 
into the American culture,'' said Janice Campbell, head of the English as 
a second language tutoring program. "It gives the students a chance to 
meet American friends outside of the classroom." 
In only its second year, English as a second language currently has 
an enrollment of 80 international students seeking tutoring. 
This semester, there are approximately 25 volunteer tutors, each of 
which is paired with two or three students. 
The main goal of .the tutoring program is to assist international 
students in acquiring a better understanding of the English language and 
the best way to do this seems to.be conversing with one another. National 
studies have shown that language skills are improved mainly through 
conversation supplemented with reading and writing. 
As of right now, the volunteers are mainly students who devote at 
least two hours each week to helping the international students. 
According to Campbell, not only does this personal interaction allow 
for a better understanding of American culture, but at the same time it 
allows.'Ainerican students to become more involved in the differing 
international: cultures. Over the past two years, this relationship between 
tutor and student has helped. to foster some lasting friendships. 
Currently ,Xavier lias the largest pre".'academic English as a second 
language program in Cincinnati and is anticipated t~ continue growing 
throughout the years. This growth brings along with it opportunities for 
those seeking positions_ as tutors. All students are encouraged to get 
involved with this beneficiaf prog(am. '· · 
.For anyone seeking more information, callBetty Porter at 745-4830 
or Janice Campbell at 745-2847. · 
Internet accesses·papers 
Let's say one evening you're 
innocently surfing the Net. By sheer 
accident you mistype a word and 
you end up at a_ site called "evil 
house of cheat." · · 
(Honestly, you meant to type 
"chat.") Curious, you double-click 
onthe'word "papers," then on "his-
tory." After all, that Civil War 20-
pager is due next week, and you 
haven't written word one. 
Then, a list of papers blos-
soms before you, on classic topics 
such as wars, presidents, and for-
eign policy. And, what's this you 
see? They'refreeforthedownload-
ing. You only have to promise not 
to pass the paper off as your own. 
This is not a dream, this is not 
a fantasy. This is cheating in the 
Information Age. Of course it's not 
new; term paper mills have flour-
ished in college towns and in the 
classifieds of Rolling Stone for de-
cades. But on-line cheating is 
cheaper (free), easier Gust down-
load away) and faster (no more wait-
ing anxiously by the mailbox). 
Ana it's plentiful, too: Aca,-
demics who have madeit their busi-
ness to follow these sites say any-
where from 40 to 70 exist. 
Contrary to the olden days 
where not everybody had $I 00 to 
spend ()n a paper, nearly everybody 
· on college campuses has access to a 
computer, and thus, the Internet and 
its bounty of papers. 
While the cheating game 
might have changed, the pe,ialties students view the Internet as a col-
are still the same. lection of fact when it's really a 
Punishment for cheaters and jumble of fact and opinion. Helen 
plagiarizers ranges from failing the Sword: a professor of English ·at 
course, or paper, to suspension or Indiana University-Bloomington, 
expulsion. Cheaters can fail a class says she heard. a particula,rly scary 
or have their degree revoked. storyataconference. Ahighschool 
. Harvard University students caught history teacher who assigned stu~ 
cheating take a year's "vacation" dents a paper on the Holocaust said 
from the _school. At U.S. military half the papers came back reporting 
academies, cheating means auto- the Holocaust is a myth. "Stildents 
matic expulsion. · typed in 'holocaust' and found all 
· Frankly, the sites bug. some these sites" maintained by people 
~ducators. An outspoken critic of who believe just that, Sword says. 
the sites is James Taylor, vice presi- _ The bottom line, she says, is 
dent of academic affairs at South that most students below graduate 
Plains College, a two-year school in levelcan'tdistinguishbetween valu-
Levelland, Texas .. Taylofsays it's · able information and useless (aca~ 
not cheating or plagiarism that both- demically speaking) opinion on th.e 
ers him, but the fact that the pres- Internet. "The Internet is so demo-
ence of such papers gets in the way cratic that there's no hierarchy," 
of the education process. "We're Swor4 says.· 
supposed to teach students how to No matterwhat the opinion, 
write," he says, "and these papers it's all free advertising for Kenny 
interfere with that." Sahr, who launched a term-paper 
At the other end are profes- site in Sept~mber 1996. He credits 
sors such as Elizabeth Pleck, associ- academics with making his site one 
ate professor of family studies and of the most promine(lt.· In fact, they 
history at the University of Illinois helped give Iµm his start. 
Urbana/Champaign. . Advisors at schools found the 
. _. ~'I looked.at some of the sites site and warned professors, who in 
and thought the term papers in my turn warned students againstth~ site 
. area were pretty poor," says Pleck. when they returned to school _in the 
She's not concerned ab©ut qaving a fall. "The advisors did niy PR for 
crafty studentpull the wool over her me,'~ he says, and_ they keep doing 
eyes. "Youknowwhenapaperisri't so even today. "The more profes-
(a student's) by the way it is writ- sors talk about me; the more papers 
ten," she says. get pulled down." 
Still other teachers worry that -courtesy College Press_ Services 
- . . . ~- ed};Sh ReVIS -~- ... · ... • lfan effort to increase the efficiency of the Campus Shuttle Service, the following_list will be used as it~ service area. 
· · The entire str~et is serviced unless noted otherwise. · · · 
Ass man 
· Avondale Ave 
Barry Ln 
Brewster (1600-1626) 
Brooks Ave 
Carter Ave (4143 and below) 
Clarion 
Cleneay Ave (1700-2241) 
Clinton Springs (800 and above) 
Crosley Ave 
Dakota Ave 
Dana Ave (1799 and below) 
Deleware Ave 
Elsmere Ave (3999 and below) 
Floral Ave (2212 - 4023) 
Glen Lyon Ave 
Glenwood Pl 
Hazel Ave 
Herald Ave 
Hopkins Ave 
Hudson Ave (2299 and below) 
Huston Ave 
ldlewild Ave 
Ivanhoe Ave (4199 and below) 
Krug Cir 
Ledgewood Ave 
Lenox 
Lexington Ave (Noiwood) 
Lindley Ave 
Marion Ave 
Mentor Ave 
Newton Ave 
North Crescent (770 and above) 
Potter Pl 
Prentiss St 
Redway Ave 
Regent Ave 
Spencer Ave · 
ValleyLn ·· 
Victory Pkwy (3800 - 4201) 
Waverly Ave 
Wayland Ave 
Webster Ave 
Williams Ave (2234 and below) 
Winding Way 
Wood Ave 
·Woodburn (3470 - 3650) 
This service is sponsored 
by the Depar'tment of 
Safety and Security and 
~l~;.J 
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Card cutting: the onIY way to 
put an end to·credit card debt 
( <::_ontinued from page 1) 
and decide to use their credit card. 
This begins a journey that could 
lead to disaster." 
Harris said students don't un-
derstand that for the pleasure of a · 
couple of purchases, they could suf-
fer for years. The average 1ength of · · 
time it .takes to recover from bad 
credit is between seven to 10 years. 
Finances are not the only prob-
lems facing students with bad credit. 
.Harris said she is seeing more stu" 
dents dealing with debt and putting 
off marri~ge, a family, and a house 
to focus on their situation. 
debit card at the time of the report's 
release. 
Those students still finding 
themselves stuck in debt, Woolridge 
· · suggest contacting the creditor and · 
setting up a realistic· schedule of 
payments. 
There are many get-out-of-
debt quick programs, which Hai:ris 
said are unrealistic in nature. "The 
only way to get out..ofdebt is to cut 
up the creditcard and start a budget 
plan to pay off the current balance of 
the credit card," Harris said. 
. All of the counselors have one 
piece of advice in common:. Don't 
buy something unless you can pay 
cash foiit. · · · 
Although Xavier has shut off 
campus from annoying credit card 
Credit counselors like Harris, 
do give the go ahead to. obtain a 
credit card under one circumstance 
only-that the person be able to pay 
off everything they put on credit at 
the end of the month. 
; . hustlers, getting a credit card is still 
'-------------------------___.' very easy. However; to those stu-
''There is a difference between 
a charge card and a credit card .. A accounts this way because it allows 
charge card's balance is paid off in cust9mers to benefit by the system's 
full every month. A ·credit card financial discipline. The compnay 
allows your balance to accumulate also has the credit card option. 
while you pay off small amounts MasterCardlnternational, the 
every month," Harris said. nation's leading credit card com-
AmericanExpressisonecom- pany, allows customers to drag out 
pany that gives its customers the theirpaymentsoveraperiodoftime, 
option to pay every month. ·. allowing the interest to accrue, thus 
Emily Porter, public relations enabling the student to get deeper 
director of the American Express into debt. 
headquarters in New York; said the Glynnis Woolridge, director 
company chooses to handle their of corporate communications for 
MasterCard, said nothing about lim-
iting purchases, rather how to olr 
tain better credit. She suggested 
that when applying for a credit card 
·to consider the interest rate, annual 
fee, and other costs. . 
Woolridge also said that if a 
student can't get a credit card. based 
on lack of credit history, they should 
consider a debit card with their bank 
to build a history. However, the 
Roper report indicates that only 18 
percent of college students owned a 
dents who find Xavier's move a 
little too late and wish to never see a 
credit card again, there is help. 
.The National Foundation for 
Consumer's Credit can be reached 
· at (800) 388-2227 and the National 
Credit Counseling Service's num-
beris (888) 844-NCCS. MasterCard 
provides a web page which includes 
budgeting devi~es along with tools· 
for becoming debt free. · · 
. . Finally, Harris said her orga: 
nization can be reached on line at 
www .cccamerica;org. 
.. ,.:,: . ., ' .·. . - i·. .·.. . : ··.··~;·, ;: . . .. . - . . - ,. ·. : .- ·. <. -; - :' .· . . ,' . .•·· .. · ' . < ~~ : .. ' .. ·. 
Racisni a thorny issue felt first-Hand 
BY STEVE SMITH 
DIVERSIONS EDITOR 
"I was told t~a~ there were things I 
. Racism seem.s to be an undy- . 
ing issue in the United States that wouldn't understand because I was 
pokes it's misty head out atthe oddest · . . 
moments. Whether it be a simple white ·Or how I wouldn't be able to 
discussion on equality, the witness- ' 
ing of racially demeimjng behavior, 
or an unintended comment, .the ef-
fects of the United:States' storied 
past shine through on a daily bWlis. 
Being the small town, middle 
class, white male that! am, I brought 
what I assumed to be, a common 
view of racism into my formative 
college years. 
I was raised in a town that had 
a relatively obscure blackpresence, 
by parents who taught me the values 
·Of accepting people for who they 
were. Skin color was never an issue. 
The first time I heard the term 
cover a certain event because I didn't 
. . . 4 ' ~ 
know what it was like to be. a 
minority." · 
cans that attended my high school enced what it was like to be on the 
and even better friends with black other end of the stick, as I encoun-
athletes that I competed against. tered some mild brushes with rac-
1 also told jokes about white ism. While spending the summer 
people,· Polish people, . Catholic working at an African-American 
priests, and of course; blondes. At magazine, I at ti~es felt what it was 
the time; none ofit was about race or like to be discriminated against. 
"nigger" outside of history lessons hatred towards· any of the parties I was told that there were·· 
on slavery and civil rights;.was by a involved in the jokes, instead it was things I wouldn't understand be-: 
friend in high school. I wasn't quite · .. about humor. This is not an excuse, · cause! was white, or how I wouldn't 
sure how to react, so falling into the ' but rather a reality. be able to cover a certain everit be.: 
depths of peer pressure I laughed ":, Again, time. has passed and cause I dido 't know what it wa5 like 
along with all the other guys .. ' ,·' . my attitudes have changed. to be a minority. Ot, when I woulcl 
I remember going home that,.•.' · · • During my 'four years · at · · getto cover an event, the predoriii., 
nightquestioningmy=earlieractions Xavier, !'have encountered miniefi: 'nantly black crowds would ask ine 
. and wond~ring.why my friends had ·. · ous people who have displayed their' ,ijfl 1wa5 in the right place. I would 
foundjt so funny. Why were they so · - racisin to me. And nor only whites tell them who I was with, and they 
· biased against blacks?. to blacks; but blacks to whites ru; . would say "Oh, O.K.", but the un-
As time passed, my attitudes · well. I, on the other hand, have · certain look on their face said it all. 
change.d. !laughed whole-heartedly . managed to stay true to my parents' The treatment was mild, and 
at racial jokes, and even told a few. teachings and learned some lessons was often done ·with humor, · but 
But at the same time;J didn't con- along the way. none the less, I felt that 
. sider myself to be rac~st I was good While participating in a sum- • uncomfortabl~ness, that feeling of 
friends with the few Afyican-Ameri:- mer internship this rear, I experi- being out of place and people mak-
, .. -'· ,'. 
:"·I''!• ··'; 
ing sure .you know. Honestly, at 
times I felt like I was less of a: person 
for not being a part of their culture. 
· This experience has helped 
me to see the either side of racism 
and understand why it has always 
been and still is to this' day a power-
ful issue. It also brings one last 
quick question to mind. 
l had always wondered why 
blacks and women are still referred 
to as minorities, when in actuality 
the are not anymore. After this 
experience though, I quickly learned 
that being. discriminated against, 
whether you are black, white, man, 
or women; makes you a minority. 
It's hard to imagine a perfect 
solution to the epidemic ofracism 
due to the incredible amount of fac-
tors that are involved, There are so 
many contradictions, situations, and 
misunderstandings that even a gov-
ernment policy will never be the 
correct solution. While. it may be a 
means to the end, the oniy''w.ay to 
solve racism iS to take 'the respcmsi-
. bility upon ourselves. . . -
-' It's not' about race, but rather 
'about individuals andi~ctivicl~al at-; 
titudes. ' . . · 
~ ~ : . · . .:·ii 
Letters to the editor . and ' 
guest columns can be submitted to ' 
our offices in the Cohen Center or 
by e-mailing them to our address: 
xunews@xavier.xu.edu. Letters 
must be received t:iy the Monday 
before publication. · They must be 
signed and the' Newswire reserves 
the right to edit all submissions~ 
."·. •:T .• 
· .. ,;· 
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·s'TAFF EDl'TO.RIAL. 
t¢t'S do away 
with the garbage· 
L .ook around. next time result ofaband. on. ed bottles being yo1,1~re in a Xavier· accidentally knocked over. His classroom. Look at all staff has also had to pick up the . the Coke bottles · and discarded refuge. 
candy .\Yrappers laying around on · Tracy said, "Thqse of us 
the floor. who are going to recycle will, and 
· They are laying there be- those of us who aren't going to, 
causetherearenotrashcansinthe won't. And.those.who. don't are 
classrooms to throw trash away, the same ones who put their· cans 
Trash cans in the paper recy-
were first taken out cling bin. So I'd 
of the Classrooms Why not spare liketoseethetrash 
when ~he student those who have. . cans back perma-
club Earthcare sue- to pie_ k up after nently. So far, all 
cessfully -lobbi~d . that has been 
fortheir.remoyal- students by achieved by re-
hopfogtoforcestu~ bringing back . moving the trash· 
dentstorecyclein-. the t.rash cans cansisabigmess." 
stead of throwing;:. Why not 
all of their waste: .. on afull-time - spare those who 
away: . :-· ~-- _;',-basis? havetopickup-af-
How.~ver, ter students and 
students didn't re- , those who have to 
cycle their used wrappings and 
containers, but ,left them on the 
floor. 
Then, at the end oflast year, 
students complained. enough to 
get the trash cans back-but where 
are they? 
Without_ trash cans, class-
rooms look trashy-literally. Jim 
Tracy, physical plant director, said 
his staff has had to deal with stains 
caused by spills-which were the 
separate the cola-drenched pa-
per, by bringing back the trash 
cans on a full-time basis? 
Tracy told the Newswire 
that trash cans should be in all of 
the classrooms and is checking to 
make sure they will be from now 
on. 
Now, there won't be an ex-
cuse for a messy classroom. 
-J.R.D. 
. L_ETTERS._ ... 
Stand up for 
your beliefs 
worse as long as we look at the 
material things and not the love of 
life. 
In the Christian perspective, 
. J read~ Jeff Davis' article Christians no loriger feel perse-
"Standing up agairist apathy," in cuted only because they no longer 
the Sept. 24 Newswire and· was stand up for their, beliefs .. They 
proud to hear someone say it just don '.t convert, they confonri. And 
like it is--:--and for that, I thank that is sad. 
him. · · Please do riot get discour-
1 have noticed that in the aged that you don't get any re-
past fe~ years, people would not sporise until you commenton a 
put up with :shows on televis.ion .·person's choice oflifestyle. - . 
like "Ellen," but to think she got · 'Keepwritingyouri11forma-
an EmrriyJorthe lifestyle she has tive articles, whether it be report~ 
~hos~n:. ,, , , . ing fa~ts. or just reporting your · · 
People live so fast that they personal feelings. . 
do not have time to read an article At least you 'are reporting 
that takes a little bit of thinking. and not ]~st accepting. 
We are hurting ourselves in 
many ways with our apathy, and _I 
am afraid this will continue to get 
Deborah Hunt 
Xavier Employee 
Feeling a holy spook.iness 
(hapel decorated with the bones of 4,.0()0 frfars .. 
' . - : ',. ' ' ,, .. ', ·' 
BY CHAD ENGELLAND 
------------ ·. craniu~s. sca~l.ilae, and fingers~· In 
AssT. OP-ED EDITOR 
_ Wandering aro~ndRom~Iast 
slimmer, !'stumbled upon a chapel 
decorated with the bones of 4,000 
Capuchin friars. It was hidden be-
low a church, Santa .Maria della 
Concezione, a church whose. write-
up in the tour 'bookincluded a line 
that was quite peculfar: "Below the 
church there is a most unusual gal-
lery curiously :decbrated' i'.~ththe 
bones and skulls of Capuchin fri-
. ·, : .· :" ~ ... r. -
ars." Aft~r descendin~·~:nu~b¥ of 
stone steps, a heavy;:wooden' door 
mysteriously swung open to swal-
low me up from the: blinding sun-
light of a Roman summer day and 
into a sparse, dark room. 
Upon entering, I· discovered 
the cause of the door's opening. In 
front of me, huddled over a wobbly, 
wooden table was an ancient friar 
wearing a brown cassock. He held 
. in his hand a little string that enabled 
him to open and close the door with-
out visibly moving. -
I tried to walk past the huddled 
figure into the cllapel, but the good 
friar stopped me. He motioned to a 
sign that said in a dozen languages: 
"1,500 Lire donation." 
Something about his de:.. 
meanor made it clear to me that I 
wouldn't get past him unless I made 
a donation~ So I did. · '· 
"The intricate 
decorative·patterns 
are arrangements 
of human_· patellae, 
ribs, craniums, 
scapulae, and · 
fingers~" 
A. number of friars hobbled · 
about, allinfaded brown cassocks, 
and all ofthem~ven the younger 
ones'-were hunched over and gri-
macing with each step, . probably 
from acute.arthritis. 
Milling around, too, were 
hordes of tourists murmuring in ev-
ery tongue amongst themselves 
pointing, whispering, taking photo-
graphs, and then noticing the "Please 
do not take photographs" placards 
·placed at intervals throughout the 
40 meter corridor. 
It was into tqis bizarr.e atmo-
sphere that I ventured. 
Whoever the artist w.as, they 
I 
did a marvelous job. _ The shear 
number of bones is quite overwhelm-
ing, but the harmony of the Ba-
roque, thickly ornamentalstyle is 
breathtaking, especially when you 
realize that these intricate patterns 
are arrangements of patellae, ribs, 
other words, pieces of people. · · 
The long corri.dor ha8 ~ome -
six arched compartments along .it; 
each with a unique atrangeinent of 
human calcium formations and 
. mummified friars in tattered, brown 
cassocks. 
The souvenir postcard that I 
picked up explains that "the mum-
mified remains, in a standing or a 
recumbent position, remind the visi-
tors of the drama of life which ends 
in death; while the fantastic designs 
worked out in human bones on the 
walls of the arches, invite to prayer 
and meditation." 
The postcard mentions a fur-
-ther feature of the chapel. · If you 
happen to be in need of a Plenary 
Indulgence (aren't we all), or if you 
have a deceased relative suffering 
temporal punishment iri purgatory, 
making a pilgrimage to· the chapel 
of Capuchin Fathers. this Sunday is 
a good-idea. Pope Pius VT granted a . 
Plenary Indulgence to the faithful 
who visit it on the first Sunday of 
October. 
At the end of the passageway, 
a faded sign delivered a morbid 
message in a half dozen languages: 
"What you are, we once were. 
What we are, you will become." 
Interestingly, Pope Urban VIII 
had the soil of the chapel br:ought in 
from Jerusalem. , The . result is a 
wholly holy _kind of spookj.ne~s. 
Misre~a•Pg. ilJ.e:, constitution 
Humans, notiheir opinions created equqfb)LGod 
BY THOMAS LYNN, JR. 
GUEST 'COLUMNIST 
ifthere is, it.is beyond the scope of · But I digress. Lei us turn to 
our ability to attain it, so why bother those words wherein the very soul 
with it? of this nation is supposedly most 
One of the most widely held Such is a great American cus-
misconceptions in America today is tom. But, to draw upon the words of 
_·that we all have a right to our own our dear friend Hamlet, "It is a cus-
opinion. tom more honored in the breach 
In fact, it is not only com- than the observance." 
monly held, but widely professed For it is a custom which hath 
besides. Who among us has not no stomach in it for. a fight, : but 
reached' the conclusion to some ar.c rather causes us to slink away qui-
truly found: "We hold these truths 
to be self-evident, that' all men are 
created equal, that tliey are endowed 
· by their Creator with certain un-
alienable rights, that among these 
are life, liberty, and the. pursuit of 
happiness ... ". . 
Whatanoblesentiment! This 
"· . ' 
gument or another, seemingly hav- etly and cowardly from the diffi- isn't some postlTiodernspineless re-
ing won the dispute with a Socratic · · culty of life; under the _childish pre- jection of truth, ·but rather an un-
decisiveness only to discover our tense that it is a thing meaningless compromisihg assertion that it r~sts 
opponent to have been a supplicant and unworthy· of our soul's atten- · at the very root pf any society, and 
to a sect.of the American religion tion. that it is in fact the responsibility, 
whose most sacred and. central text The historical irony .. .indeed the duty, ofsoeiety's meinbers to 
is the Constitµtion of the. United irony is too weak a word ... the his- pursue it actively and communally. 
States? torical tragedy-. is· that this attitude - From whereelsedoourrights 
Thereupon, withapassionand betrays the very hopes and dreams stem from but the truth? Yet we 
reverance that would make envious · held up by the men who wrote those. have betrayed this truth, this noble 
more than one ungrateful minister, words. . . . sentiment, in that we do not face the 
she recites the most holy text, "Con- For in. their mind, it was the singularity of its implications, the 
gress shall make no Iaw ... abridiging particular virtue of the human mind truth that with the truth. their comes 
the freedom of speech." that the truth was its object to be not merely correct, but also incor-
Then, with the solemnity of a ·.sought and acquired. That was a rect people. , 
Rabbinic commentator she .. dis- time· when, if I may wax romanti- · Why? Why have we, inheri-
courses upon how the fruits of; your cally, men :and women lived and tors of such a philosoptiicillly . ex-
discussion have been. grown to: no died' for truth. · · · alted tradition, rejected that . tradi- · 
. avail,.for,you.have aright;to;your:· Oh,toliavebeenaliveinl789 tiQn at its root, while clingirig fo it 
. , opinion,. and she, a rightto hers,·· in France and watch the feudal stage .. superficially that we IDayjustify ttie 
What a fundamentally tragic fall away· at the dawning· of a new lie to ourselves that we are Ameri-
misreading of the ammendment's age. Even the Reign of Terror has· cans, or not even Americans, but 
purpo~e. She takes it to•_ mean that,. some satanic justice in that men had "sovereign individuals"? 
in fact, no one iri our entire nation, is. the spine to comniit themselves to. a . Because it is fai easier, to tajce 
correct, though she will state it with position. . . · · 30 pieces of silver from the magis-
a more positive phrasing: we aieall · Whatdo we live and die for trate,capitalist,'!tndbureaucrat, than 
correct. now? A pair of sneakers whose it is to admit.that while some of us · 
Theconsequenceoftheposi- priceistheproductofanoppressive may be right, too many of us are 
tion is the same. There is no truth, or and artifdal inflation. wrong. 
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Midnight Madness 411 
In just over two weeks, Skyline Chili Midnight Madness will 
kick off the 1997-98 basketball season as the first practices can.take 
place at 12:01 a.m; on Saturday, Oct. 18. · 
Xavier has a slew of activites planned as part of the annual 
basketball kickoff. •' 
Things will get underway at 7 p.m. on Corcoran Field when the 
meri' s soccer team will take on Rhode Island. The first 100 students at 
the game will receive tickets for floor seats atthe first practice later that 
. night. 
; · The volleyball team will warm up the Schmidt Fieldhouse floor 
with a match against Fordham at 9 p.m. 
· .· Following the match, several contests will be held. There will be 
over $1,000 given away to students during the event. 
In a<;ldition, there will be slam dunk, bat-spin relay and three-
point shooting contests. Preliminary rounds will be held at 4 p.m. on 
Oct.14;in the Fieldhouse. 
Then at midnight, the Xavier men's and women's basketball 
teams will take the floor for the first parctice of the new season. 
Dixon leads·· swingers again 
Once again, Steve Dixon was Xavier's leading golfer. His sixth 
place finished helped XU place seventh last weekend at the Northern 
Intercollegiate Tournament. . 
Dixon shot an even par 216 for the tourney, six shots in back of 
medalist Rob Kerr from the Uriiversity of Minnesota. 
The team tallied a score of ~97, which was 29 shots back of 
tournament victor, Kent State University. 
Complementing Dixon were Matt Servi es, who tied for 27th with 
a 224, and Miehael Reis, who tied for 30th with a 225. Other 
contribufors to for Xavier were Tim Donovan with a 234, and T.J. 
Wilson with a 238. 
The golf team has a short break for the next couple of weeks, but 
will return to the links. after Fall Break. They wiB participate in the 
Ki-oger Intercollegiate Tournament on Oct. 13 and 14, in Memphis, 
Tenn. -Matt Madges 
on, Tap0 
•••••••••••••••• ~ •• i ••••••• ~ ••• 
Wednesday, Oct. 1 •Men'sTen~is vs. Wright State iit•3 p.m . 
. , •Women's Tennis vs. Butler, at 3:30 p.m •. · 
Friday, Oct. 3. . •Volleyball vs. La Salle at 7 p.m. 
•Women's Soccer vs. Duquesne' at 7 p.m. 
•Men's Soccer at Duquesne at 7 p.m. 
•Women's Tennis at the Akron Invitational 
Saturday, Oct. 4 •Volleyball vs. Temple at 6 p.m. 
•Cross Country at the Loyola Lakefront Invitational in 
Chicago 
•Women's Golf at the Michigan Wolverine Invitational 
•Women's Tennis at the Akron Invitational 
•Men's Tennis at the Eastern Michigan.lnvitationiil in 
Ypsilanti, Mich. · · . 
Sunday, Oct. 5 •Women's Soccer vs. St. Bonaventiire at l p.m. 
•Men's Soccer at St. Bonaventure at 1 p.m. 
•Women's Golf at the Michigan Wolverine Invitational 
•Women's Tennis at the Akron Invitational 
•Men's Tennis at the Eastern Michigan Invitational in 
Ypsilanti, Mich. 
Thursday, Oct. 9 •Men's Tennis at Robert Morris 
•Women's Tennis at Duquesne 
Friday, Oct. JO •Women's Soccer vs. Temple at 7 p.m. 
•Men's Soccer at Temple at 3 p.m. 
•Volleyball at Duquesne at 7 p.m . 
. •Cross Country at the All-Ohio Championships in 
Delaware, Oh. · 
•Men'.s Tennis at Duquesne 
•Women's Tennis at Robert Morris 
Saturday, Oct. 11 •Volleyball at St. Bonaventure at 4 p.m. 
· •Rifle at MIT with Norwich at 8 a.m.' 
Sunday, Oct. 12 · •Women's Soccer vs. St. Joseph's at 1 p.m. 
•Men's Soccer at St. Joseph's at 1 p.m. 
Monday, Oct. 13 •Women's Tennis vs. Wright State at 3:30 p:i'n. 
•Men's Tennis at Eastern Kentucky at 3 p.m~ 
•Men's Golf at the Kroger Intercollegiate in Memphis, 
Tenn. 
Tuesday, Oct. 14 •Men's Golf at the Kroger Intercollegiate in Memphis, 
Tenn. · 
All home games are in bold 
Home soccer matches.are played at Corcoran Field 
· Home volleyball matches are played in Schmidt Fieldhouse 
Home tennis matches are played i~ the North Lot 
.Game of tile l!Veek 
, , 
Men's Golf at th~ Kroger Intercollegiate 
·.Oct. 13 and 14 in Memphis, Terin. 
Steve "Ace" Dixon and the rest of the Musketeer golf team 
heads to Tennessee for S()me southern exposure. Xavier will meet 
some big time competition in the Volunteer .State. ·.Between 
rounds, they can tour Graceland a11;~ pay their respects to the kirig. 
Mllskies tripped by refs; 
rebound to topple _Flyers 
Bv PETE HoLTERMANN 
SPORTS EDITOR 
straight loss 
after last 
Sunday's 3-1 
· Two strong defensive efforts defeat to Ten-
lead the Musketeer women's soccer nessee .. 
team to a split in their games this Xavier 
past weekend. The games left the did not allow 
Musketeers with a 6-2 record over- the 'Cats many 
all, and a 1-0 record in the Atlantic opportunities, 
10. and pressured· 
Ori Friday, Xavier lost a dis- the. UC de-
appointing match to Cincinnati. The fense for much 
Bearcats beat XU 1-0 on a question- of the game. · 
able call that resulted in a UC pen- UC' s main. of-
alty kick. . f e n s i v e 
The Muskies opened their A- weapon, Tina 
10 schedule .on Sunday 'at Dayton, Matlock, was 
and shutout the Flyers 1-0. held in check 
Beating Dayton was an im- without taking 
portant win for Xavier. It was the a shot in the 
Flyers who kept XU out of last entire match. 
season's Atlantic 10 Tournament. In the 
PlayingUDearlyineantlastseason's 66th minute, 
bitter loss was fresh in the minds of h o w e v e r , 
the Xavier players, and· revenge Matlock was 
stoked XU in preparing for the con- involved in the 
test. "We all wanted it so bad," said play that re-
junior Colleen Savage. suited in UC' s 
Junior defend~~ Keri 'Keedwn .. · The match will also help set penalty kick. 
the tone for the Musketeers as they A Bearcat shot 
enter the heart of conference play. wasturnedaway,andXavierquickly the attack tOhold on for the win. 
"The win at Dayton was extra spe- cleared the ball down the field. Xavier.'s play defensively 
cial coming· off the emotional. set- Matlock was the lone Bearcat stood out after the two games. XU 
back on Friday," said Xavier head among several Xavier players mov- has settled its backfield line up, start-
coac.h Dr. Ron Quinn. "The sched~ ing up the field, well behind where ingjunforsSavageandKeriHeedum 
ule is not getting any easier as we the ball was being played: Just on the outside, and freshmen Broe 
continue through the conference outside of the penalty box, Matlock and Lisette Theil in the middle. This 
schedule." and Xavier' sMargaretBroerani~t() :. group is stepping its play, and work-
Xavier's defense was the siory ·- each other, a~d Matlock went tum~ ,' ing-well together. 
in the match, stifling~Dayton, and bling to the ground. _ "I think the freshmen have 
limiting the Flyers to six shots. Jun- The referee turned ~nd really stepped up," said Savage. "I 
ior goalkeeper Karen Kase tended Whistled Broe for a foul, and issued think. that they are confident, and 
the Xavier net, and recorded the her a yellow card, to the disbeliefof they give it all they have alJ the 
Xavier's first shutout ofihe season. the Xavier squad. The play became time." 
UD came into the match with even more bizarre when UC was "We've had two great defen-
a record of 8-0, and were scm:ing an awarded the penalty kick for a foul · sive games, and we had some great 
average of three goals a game. that occurred outside the penalty offensivegamesearlier,"saidQuinn. · 
· Against Xavier, the top three Day- box and away from the ball. "Now we need to get to where our 
ton scorers were heldto three shots. Cincinnati's Brooke Thomas defense is stellar and the offense 
Xavier countered with a con- connected on the penalty kick, giv- explodes." 
sistent offensive attack, and scored irig UC the game's only point. Xavier now has four straight 
the only goal of the match with five "You hate to blame it on that A-10 matches at home. This com-
minutes left in the first half. Amanda because we had our chances, but it ing weekend, the.Muskies will wel-
. Gruber punched a pass from her just wouldn't go in," said Amanda comeDuquesneandSt.Bonaventure 
sister, Annette, just inside the right Gruber. on Friday and Sunday respectively. 
post past the diving Flyer keeper to Xavier elevated its play fol- The Dukes and Bonnies are cur-
put Xavier on the board. lowing the infraction, barraging the rently tied for sixth in the confer- · 
Friday night, Xavier domi- UC goal with shots. In the final 10 ence with a 1-1 A-lOrecord. 
nated the Bearcats, but a very dis- seconds of the match, the Muske- ·;Next weekend, Xu welcomes 
puted foul that resulted in a UC teers had three shots come within TempleandSt.Joseph'sforapairof 
penalty kick dealt Xavier its second inches of falling in, but UC held off conference contests .. 
~ Conference Standi11gs ··~··· , Through Sept. 28 
Women's Soccer Men's Soccer Volleyball 
School A-10 Season School A-10 Season School A-10 Season 
Massachusetts 3-0-0 7-2-0 St. Bonaventure 2-0-0 6-2-0 Massachusetts 4-0, 8-5 
St. Joseph's l~0-0 6~1-0 La Salle 1~0-0 3-4-1 Rhode Islarid · 4-0 9-4 
La Salle 1-0-0 4-1-0 Virginia Tech 1-0-0 6-1-0 Temple 4-0 8-4 
Xavier 1-0-0 6-2~0· Xavier 1-0-0 3-5-1 G. Washington 3-J 11-4 
G. Washington 1-0-0 4-2-2 Duquesne 1-1-0. 5-2-2 Dayton 2-2 6-6 
St. Bonaventure 1-1-0 6-3-0 Massachusetts 1-1-0 5-2~1 Virginia Tech 2-:2 7-7 
Duquesne 1-1-0 4-4-0 St. Joseph's 0-0-1 2~4-2 Duquesne 1-3 5-9 
Dayton 0-1-0 '8-1-0 Temple 0-0-1 5-1-2 Fordham 1-3 7-6 
Virginia Tech 0-1-0 5-3-0 Dayton 0-1-0 3-4-1 La Salle 1-3 8-4 
Temple 0~1-0 3-7-0 Fordham 0-1~0 4-5-0 St. Bonaventure 0~4 1-11 
Fordham 0-1-0 2-4-l G. Washington 0-1-0 2-6-0 Xavier 0-4 2-10 
Rhode Island 0-3-0 0-9~0 Rhode Island 0-2-0 2~5:-0 
I. 
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Kickers win A-10 ope,11er 
Bv STEVE SMITH ·. 0 h i 0 State's Matt 
DIVERSIONS EDITOR Daniel added a 
Xavier's men's soccer team late goal off an 
splitapairofhomegameslastweek, assistfrom Jas<;>n · 
moving their record to 3-5-1. The Ciminieri to make 
Musketeers fell to Ohio State (}n the final 3-1. 
Friday 3-1 and ctefeated backyard Wednesday's 
rival Dayton in the MtiSkiesAtlan-. game brought At-
tic 10 opener on Wednesday,· 2-1. .. lantic 10foeDay-
1n Friday's ac(iori, Xavier fell ton to Corcoran 
behind quick as oJ:iiO State score Field for both 
twiceintl:i.e'game's first I 5 minutes. teams conference. 
TheBuckeye'sTonyMonroestarted opener. Xavier 
the scoring when he beat X~vier came away with a 
goalie Paul Wessling to give Ohio · 2-1 victory and a 
State a 1-0 lead six minutes into the · good start to the 
game. A~ 10 season. · 
Ohio State's ···Casey ·~This"Yasa. 
Linkfolloker followed with a goal in big _win for us. in 
the 15th.minute off an assist from the sense that it'..s · 
Monroetoputth.eBuckey.estip 2-0. a · cdnference 
"They (O!lio State)came out game," said 
fired up," said Xavier head Hoach Hermans: Junior Chas Cooke leads Xavier's scorers··. 
JackHermans. "They come·otitfo. TheMuskiesdominatedmost 
play to win every gatne. They're ofthefirsthalfb1,1twouldn'tgeton 
aggressive and· willing to sacrific~.; · 'the scoreboard uritil Muskie forward 
to win." · , Koen Kuiken scored with 38 sec-
The Musketeers Struggled·to onds left in the half. Forward Josh 
get many offensive . attac.ks. in·. the Hammerschmidt assited on the goal 
first half ai{they only:managed two thafgave Xavie~ a 1-0 lead heading 
shots on goal, whileOSUtookseven. _into ha.lftime; · 
Inthesecondhalf,wh~nooked. · Xavier was quick to. pick up 
like a revived Muskie squad returned where they left off in the second half 
to the field to score a. quick g?al on as it only took Cooke 42 seconds to 
a surprised Buckeye defense. give Xavier a 2-0 lead of an assist 
Xavier forward Chas Cooke scored from Kuiken. 
the unassited goal as he pe~etrated The Muskies has opportuni-
the Buckeye defense and beat Ohio ties to add.to theirlead, but couldn't 
State goalie Jon Loweiy. ·coc;ike's manage a goal in the final 44 min-
sixth goal of the season left the utes of play. 
Muskies trailing 2-1, but gave them Dayton was not about to role 
new life. . over for the Mu,skies though as they 
"Iwasimpressedwiththeway came.back and score a goal in the 
we responded i1dhe second 'half," .63rd minute to pullwithin a goal. 
said Hermans. "W~ came o~t, ex;. '• Despite the Flyers offensive 
ecuted, and pfayed'.like we wanted pressure in the final 20 minutes of 
to win this ·game." play, the Muskies held on to capture 
· The Musketeers only created their first conference victory of the 
two more shots the rest of the game year. 
as the Buckeye's. defense held "Our play is still not where it 
strong. needs to be," said Hermans.· "We 
ATTENTIO.N 
GRADUATING 
STUD.ENIS 
DECEMBER GRADUATION 
IS RIGHT 
AROUND THE CORNER! 
START YOUR CAREER 
OFF RIGHT ... 
APPLY FOR DECEMBER 
GRADUATION 
BY FRIDAY, 
OCTOBER 24, 1997 
Apply in the Registrar's Office 
(129 Alter Hall) 
have not yet played and executed 
for an .entire game. Two critical 
mistakes. cost us goals in the Ohio 
State game and in ihe D~yton game 
we get a 2-0 lead and end up hanging 
on for dear life." 
With his two goals this week-
end Cooke is tied for 1.1 th in scoring 
in the Great Lakes Region. He has 
six goals and one assist on the year 
for13points. 
Xavier faces a tough road trip 
in the next 12 days as they play five 
games, four being conference games. 
The Mus.I.des play at Duquesne Oct. 
3; at St. Bonaventure Oct. 5, at 
Temple Oct. 10,at St'. Joseph's Oct. 
12, and at Bowling.Green on Oct. 
15. . 
"This weekend imd .this road 
trip will be very important for-us~" 
said Hermims. "These guys have a 
goal of going to the tournamentand 
if we're going to reachthat goa.1 then 
we need to win some games." 
Women's Soccer 
Cincinnati 1, Xavier 0 
Fri., Sept. 26 
Meyers Field 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Scoring: UC-Thomas (PK) 66:22. Shots:XU-
13, UC-7. Saves: XU-Kase, 2; UC-Hoffman, 
7. Fouls: XU-17, UC-14. Cards: XU-yellow-
Brpe, 66:22. Conditions: 73' Partly sunny. 
Attendance: 655. 
Xavier 1, Dayton 0 
·Sun., Sept. 28 
DeJuan Field 
Dayton, Ohio 
Scoring:XU-Am. Gruber (C. Reinshagen) 
40:45.Shots:XU-I 0, UD-6. Saves: XU-Kase, 
2; UD-Kemmer, I. Back Save: DD-Bush-
man. Fouls: XU-11, UD-19. Conditions: 76' 
Sunny. Attendance: 367. 
Men's Soccer 
Xavier 2, Dayton 1 · 
Wed., Sept. 24 
Corcoran Field 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Scoring: XU-Kuiken (Hammerschmidt) 
44:28; XU-Cooke (Kuiken) 45:42; .UD-
Tenoff (Wirtz) 63:19: Shots: UD-7,XU-8. 
Saves: VD-McCarthy, 4; XU-Wesseling, 3. 
Fouls: UD-9, XU-19. Cards: UD~yellow­
Collier, 35:06; XU-yellow-Fultz, 60:51; XU-
yellow- C. Stamper, 69:40. Conditions:.62° 
Blustery. Attendance: 420. 
a.•·· ·~L~·. 
... tt~ 
/· 
Ohio State 3, Xavier 1 · · 
Fri., Sept. 26 
Corcoran Field 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
... ··.' 
Scoring: OS-Monroe, 6:35; OS-Linkinhokcr · 
(Monroe) 15:38; XU-Cooke, 50:31; OD-
Daniel (Ciminieri)76:06. Shots: OS-15, XU~· 
6. Saves: OS-Lowery, 3; XU~·Wesseling, 7-
Back Save: XU-C. Stamper. Fouls: OS-21, 
XU-25. Cards: Xl.f~yellow-Crosby, 37:18;. 
OS-yellow~Sadosky; OS-yellow-Monroe, 
60:06; XU-yellow-C. Stamper, 76:21; OS-
yellow-Konerman, 88':14. Conditions: 67' 
Clear. Attendance: 756. 
Volleyball 
Dayton def. Xavier 
15-5, 14-16, 12-15, 15-4, 15-7 
Men's Golf 
Northern Intercollegiate 
Sat.-Sun., Sept. 27-28 
East Lansing, Mich. 
Par72 
Team Scores: Kent State, 868; Miami (OH), 
878; Minnesota, 878; Ball State, 887; Michi-
gan, 888; Toledo, 896; Xavier, 897; Purdue, 
905; Eastem.Michigan, 910; Indiana, 911; 
Michigan State, 914; Wisconsin, 919; Illi-
nois, 920; Iowa; 921; Wright State, 922; 
Penn State, 925; Marshall, 926. 
Medalist: Rob Kerr (Minnesota) 210. 
: Xavier Scorers: 6~Steve. Dixon, 216; T27-
Matt Servies, 224; T30-Michael Ries, 225; 
T62-Tim Donovan, 234; T77-T. J. Wilson, 
238. 
Women's Golf Wed., Sept. 24 . 
Cincinnati, Ohio Hilltopper-Racer Classic 
K: UD-90 (Zhaohui-24); XU-65 (Osterday- Sun.-Mon., Sept. 28-29 
15).A:UD-81'(Muiltz-77);XU-62(Espelage- · Bowling Green, Ky.· 
59). SA: UD-11 (Ashley-4); XU-5 (Espelagec · Par 71 
3). Blks: UD~s;:~xl]-9. Attendance: 420. Te~m Scores: We~tern Kentucky; 647; 
LOM: 2:35. · · . · · Murray State; 649; Arkansas State, 656; 
Virginia Tech def. Xavier . . Spring am. 674; Xavier, 674; Eastern Ken-
4-15, 15-10, 15cl l, 15-8 tucky, 679; Tennessee Tech, 688; Dayton,. 
F · s t 26 Medalist: Mikki.,McLeary, Murray State n., ep . (149). 
Blacksburg, Va. XavierScorers:T6-MelissaBeck, 161; TJ6-
K: XU-65 (Janszen-19); VT-72 (Bundy-19). Paula Greening, 168;Tl9-ChristyFout, 169; 
A: XU-60 (Espelage-54); VT-63 (B. Julian- T35-Melissa Kenny, I 76; T5 l-Krista 
58). SA: XU"6 (Espelage-3); VT-3 (Zubert- Weilman,185. 
2). Blks: XU-9;.VT-9. Attendance: 317. 
LOM:2:02. . 
T3.Ie:Oted,.-Beck ·welcomed. to XU 
. . .. · .,. . ..· .. : .'. .. :·'. . . .. '··· - . '· .. . 
. . continued from page I ·. guys, but Ithougl:).t lhad the most experience. 
in her first junior tournament before her lwas the one travelin'g around playing in all 
freshman year of high school at Oak Hills. these tournaments while they weren't doing 
· ·~r didn't really get serious about golf anything," she said. 
until the summer before my freshman year of Though her skinny' five foot five inch 
high·schooL That's when I started pla~ing frame wouldn't indicate it, the strength of 
tournaments: Every summer since then; I've.. Beck's game lies in her booming drives and. 
' played more and more tournamentsi? Beck ifon shots. 
said'. .· .. · . . . . . < · .. '.'Heel like Thave a strong Jong game 
When the tiaiefor high scho61 ciopp~~ with rriy wooas and irons,',' said Beck. "But 
ti ti on' came around, Beck faced a dilemma: . because I can hit the ball well I sometimes 
There was no girls team at,Oak Hilis, so she play a little conservative and don't hit my . 
wopld have to play for the boys team)fshe driver every hole," said Beck. · 
wanted 1:0 compete. . . . . . .•. . .· .. · "She really knows her golf swing, but 
· ·· "My· freshman ·year.· was really hard her menfal toughness and her desire to do well 
because I was the first giflto play on the team every time out is really her strength," said 
andthecoachdidn'treallyknowwhattodo," Xavier's .head women's golf coach Connie 
Beck said. McCarthy. · ' . 
She played the boy's tees during com- "When she gets into. a tough spot, she 
. petition and scored well enough to qualify for just talks about it and tries to work itout when 
the girls state tournament, where she was the it happens," McCarthy said. Melissa Beck 
lone Oak Hills representative. . While Xavier normally isn't consid- women's team before," Beck said. 
' Beck said, "My freshman year I made it ered a top golf program, it did top Beck's Beck is coming off her finest perfor-
to the state tournament, and I think that's shortlist of college chbices. ~Twent and manc~oftheearlyseason,asixthplacefinish 
when I really decided that· golf is what I· looked at J m~es Madison; but that was t:ight at the Hill topper-' Racer Classic with scores of 
wanted to be doing." · · hours away and I_ wanted to be Close to my 78 and 83. 
She continued with the· boys team family. Money'had a lot to do with it, too. I Melissa's not.playing as well as I'm 
throughout her four years at Oak Hills, quali- got an academic and athletic scholarship from.· sure s_he'.d like<righ( now, but she's being 
fying for the state tourney every year. She . Xavier, so thathelped," Beck said.. patient and has a great attitude about her," 
finished 'third at the state tourney last year. "I think she really wanted to have a said McCarthy. .. 
Beck said she had fun playing with and good balance and support close to home as Beck is already thinking about her fu-
against men, but she wished she could have well as getting a great education," said ture in the game of golf. Should she still be 
had more of a leadership role.· McCarthy. competitive, Beck wants a shot at playing 
·~1t kept ·getting e~sfor (playing with In fact, Beck said the most striking professionally. "I might try going to play on 
men) until my senior year. Last year, we had change from high school to college golf was the LPGA tour. It's going to depend on how 
four seniors and the guy seniors wanted to be actually being coached by and playing with I finish my senior year of school. ldon 't have 
the leaders, and I wanted to lead a little bit, women. a major yet and I don't.know if I'm going to 
too," Beck said. "It's really weird because rve never fall in love with a certain job .. But I'd love to 
·"It was hard to win the respect oHhe had a woman coach a,~d never.played on a keepplayinggolfaslongasican," Beck said.· 
XU places fourth Jn Ky. tourney 
· forts with noteworthy performances 
BYAMJADZAHRA 
· .. SPORTS WRITER 
. The Xavier Uni.versity 
women's golf team had an impres-
siveshowingattheHilltopper-Racer 
Classic last .weekend in Bowling 
Green, Ky: .. , 
The Musketeers tied for fourth 
place overaUwitha final team score. 
of 674.Xavier.was.Ied by freshmen 
Melissa Bee}(, who,finished with a 
scoreof19"over-par,161. Beck tied 
for sixth oyerall. . . . . . 
Teammates .Paula Greening 
and Christy Fout aided Xavier's ef7 
of their own. Greening, a freshman, 
fini~hed strongly, with fl. finalscore • ; • : · 
ofi26. Fout,ajunior, placed slightly • 
behind in 19th place. 
.Tournament host Western 
Kentucky finished first with a team 
score of 647. The top finisher of the · 
tournament· was Mikki McLeary 
from Murray State,.who won.deci-
sively with a final score of seven-
over-par .149. 
. The Xavier women's golf 
team takes to the greens next on Oct. 
4 at ·the Wolverine Invitational in 
Ann Arbor, Mich. 
Take a Free Test Drive 
and ffiHI out! 
. Take a 3-ho~r MCAT, proctored iikii lhEI real test. 
Receive Individual feedback. Get strategies that will help you ace the real exam. 
·wed.nesda·y 
October 1st 
.... 7-9pm 
Residential Mall 
· · In front of Buenger H_all 
RAINSITE: GRILL 
Refreshments served 
Sponsored by SAC 
Any Questions?: Cafl X-3534 
Netters play 
- .,--._ ; 
at~,lJG·SU· UC 
·.. . . . . ' . 
MATTMADGES 
SPORTS WRITER 
Last weekend both the men's and 
women's tennis teams were in action. 
The men's team participated in an indi-
vidual tournament at The University of Cin-
cinnati and came home with respectable re-
sults. Brent Cullen came up just short in the 
Flight C Singles, losing 7-6, 6-1 in the finals 
to Matt Peterson from UC. 
Jeff Roth and Zeeshawn Siddiqui both 
particpated in the tournament for Xavier, Roth 
·in Flight A Singles and Siddiqui in Flight D 
singles. Both Musketeers lost in the second 
round, Roth to eventual champion Matt Poulos 
from UC . 
In doubles play, Kyle Bates and 
Klekamp were the only Xavier team that was 
able to make it to the second round where they 
were ousted. 
The team looks to improve on these 
results in their upcoming events. The team 
plays today at Wright State and this weekend 
atthe Eastern Michigan Invitational. 
· ·· ··The women's team ended their first 
week of the season by participating in the 
Bowling Green State University Invitational. 
· SeniorErin Granbow and junior Denise 
Chokan won all three of their matches. In 
doubles action, Julie Roth and Lindsay Weber 
teamed up to wiiltwo of their three matches in 
No. 1 Doubles. Chokan and Jill Norton also 
wori two of their matches in No. 4 Doubles. 
The women continue their season today 
at Butler and this weekend at the Akron Invi.: · 
tational. 
Xavier University 
Saturday, October .. 18 • . . 
10-.2PM .. 
CaH today to reserve your seat! 
t:f1jQfijlt· B~in.g a blanket and relax! Interested in performing?? Come to the S.A.C. office and ask fo.~~ De~_~or Cecilly 
1 •BOO;;KAP•TEST 
www.kitplan.com . 
•MCAT Isa ....... ro<ttmd.mait.cilu.iAAocailOnof ~ MiodloOJC.. ...... 
, ,•~. •,>r .. r . , 
~IONR 
-------------------------------Becoming'Aware' 
Independ_ently. 
Mixing. Cincinnati 
; . . - . . 
BY STEVE SMITH 
DIVERSIONS EDITOR 
Compact discs pass over my 
desk day after day. Many I pass on 
to my writers, some good, most bad, 
but the great ones I keep for myself. 
This is the case every time a new 
disc from Aware Records arrives in 
the mail. 
Whether it be a compilation 
disc or a full album release from an 
Aware band, I know that I'm in for 
a special treat. 
With the music world so 
quickly becoming over-saturated 
with talentless Oasis and Spice Girls 
wanna be bands, Aware offers a 
fresh taste of what solid rock-pop-
alternative-folk 'n' roll should sound 
like. 
Aware has once again pro-
duced a keeper with the fifth vol-
ume of. their storied . compilation 
discs, AW ARE 5 .. 
The A ware story runs the 
stretch of Gregg Laterman' s dream 
to expose talented unsigned bands 
to a full-service record label that has 
released six compilation albums and 
four fu.11-length albums. · · 
Latterman · and his mates, 
Grant Gund,. Mark Cunningham, 
Dan s~~dt,.Will Heaiy' and Chris 
McGaur~n. hav~,9eveJopedan inde-
pendent label tb.i,t~ serves a national 
audience and has a distinct taste for 
..... ,,,, 
great music .. ·. 
Pre-emptii;ig . the release of 
AWARE 5, Was· A\\'are's venture 
into regional.coi:pp~lations with the 
Michigan Compilation. (Newswire, 
Sept. 17) The ,Michigan CD fea-
tures the most talented independent 
bands from Michigan. 
Picking up where the success 
of past Aware compilations left off, 
including the Michigan disc, 
AW ARE 5. brings 14 independent 
bands from all over the country to 
the forefront of the indie music scene. 
Highlights of the disc include 
Dorothy's 10,000 Maniacs sound, 
Grand Street Cl)•ers folk· 'n' rock 
standout, "Through the Fields", that 
some would compare to TomPetty, 
Trish Murphy's stunning voice,. 
· Dovetail Joint's true rocket "I'd give . 
anything", and the Pat McGee Band 
showing their acoustic rock talents 
on ''Passion;;, with.hints of a ypung 
James Ta);lor evident in lead singer 
Pat McGee's voice. 
The good stuff doesn'.t end 
there as tracks from Train, Go, River, 
Blue Dogs, and Aware m~nstays 
Nineteen Wheels, complete this . 
loaded disc .. 
Simply said, there isn't a bad 
song on this compilation, 
Whenever I getan Aware disc, 
I like to see.how it matches up to 
their previous efforts. Aware discs 1 
through 4 have featured such talents 
as Matchbox 20, The Verve Pipe , 
September67, Hootie and the Blow-
fish, Better than Ezra, Stir, Guster, 
JackoPierce, and Vertical Horizan . 
NEW RELEASES. 
The following will appear in stores Oct. 7: 
Everclear, So Much for the Afterglow (Capitol) ... Fu 
Manchu, The Action is Go (Mammoth)... God Street Wine, 
self-titled (Mercury)... Letters to Cleo, Go!_ (Revolution) ... 
Various Artists, Aware 5 (Aware Records) .. : 
The following will appear in stores Oct. 14: 
Gang Starr, Moment of Truth (Noo TrybeNirgin) ... 
· Bv DR:Ew BABSON 
DIVERSIONS WRITER 
giddy, ineffable disbelief that two 
stars of an international club tour 
were actually here. 
Martin, in his aloof, business 
Carl Cox is an international like way, wove a seamless web of 
phenomenon. Widely regarded as house vibrations to prelude Cox's 
one of the very best techno/house energetic, almost hypnotically bril-
clisc jockeys anywhere, he has de- Hant set of party madness. It was a 
· cided to make a return trip to the club experience not to be forgotten. 
S.tates as part of the worldwide Modestly, all Cox had to say 
Cream Tour. after the show was, "Well, it was 
Also joining Cox on the tour great to just show this part of your 
is LA native Doc Martin, resident country what the live a~pect of my 
DJ at Twilo in New York and a pillar musical production is. all about. 
of the West Coast house scene. To- You've hearqmyrecords, the hype, 
gether, these two mixmasters will etc., and I Just wanted to show you 
visit four U.S. cities-New York, what I was all about really- moving . 
Orlando, Cincinnati, and San Fran- the dance floor.and giving everyone 
cisco. . ; a good time." Mission accomplished. 
(who will play atXavieron Oct. 25). This event was a big deal, a Bob-a-Doh, a resident DJ at 
Therefore, I think i~ is safe to major clubbing coup for Queen City thew arehouse.for years and owner 
say that Latterman and Aware are nightlife. Detroit? Chicago? Cleve- of Clubhead Records, is the pro-
accomplishing their goal ofcreating land? No, Cincinnati. And in a small, rooter responsible for bringing the 
an environment for emerging bands 50o~person capacity venue, no less. Cream Tour to Cincinnati. It was a 
to grow and gain exposure. Who .So to all you country or.rap . banner evening for the Clubhead-
can argue with the success the afore- fans, imagine Garth Brooks or Puff spon~ored ."Lift" piirty. held every 
mentioned bands have acheived? Daddy coming to Xavier's audito- Thursday at Elevation (formerly at 
As far. as the music industry rium. That gives you an idea of the· the now defunct Club Gotham); Bob 
. goi::~. Aware ll<i!_c'ords could b~ one talent-crowd intimacy ratio. But did w~s quick to point out the signifi-
of the best things that has ever hap- you see an ad in the Enquirer for the cance of the event for Cincinnati 
pened. It is an easily acessible re- 'event? No, just flyers ·and word of nightlife. 
source for new music that feeds a mouthwereenoughtodrawapacked "Alotofhardworkandperse-
hungry audience of young fans. house ready to treat themselves to · verance went into bringing the tour 
A ware also creates a relation- the real thing. here. It was not easy, but !think Carl 
shipwithitsfansthatallowsthemto Justsouthof the Emory The- arid Doc were impressed with our 
be a part of the business. atre and DV8, the newest face of the dedication to bringing the best of 
The companies founding de~ Cincinatti club scene, Elevation is the best to Cincinnati.' We're a ma-
velopedfromgrass roots followings unassuming despite the conspicu- jor U.S. city-:-'-ihere is a need for this 
and it's evidentthrough a mailing . ous blue neon exterior. Though not music and its message lo be heard 
list of 30,000. These "Reps" help awarehouse-likemegaplexlikeCo- and felt by Cincinnati dubbers." 
sell CD's, promote shows, assist in lumbus' Mecca or Chicago's Shel- It may take time, but in ten 
company marketing, all while earn- ter, it is a typically ffiidwestern club years or .so, I think not<>.nly the mid-
ing money for themselves, a defi- in its cozy l>Ut stylish feel. west but· our whole country will 
· nite rarity in the music bis. The night was all it was hyped have caught the vibe, and events 
Aware has become the ulti- up to be-great music, incredible like the Cream 1'.our will no longer 
mate source for new music. talent behind the decks -and just the· be. a well-kept secret. 
JAYHAWKS 
WEDNESDAY, 
OCT.8 
at RIPLEY'S i.: 
CONCE-RTS A·Go·Go 
Wednesday, Oct.1 . . 
Robert Hunter at Bogart's. 'Select-a~Seat 721-1000 
or l-800-232-99QO . 
. ·. Friday, Oc.t. 3 
· · Fleetwood Mac at Crown. Tickets through 
Select-a~Seat. 
Sunday, Oct. 5 
Nanci Griffith at .Taft Theatre. 
Ticketmaster 56.2-4949. 
Monday, Oct. 7 Green Day, Nimrod (Reprise) ... · KISS, Carnival of Souls (final album w/Bruce Kulick.and Eric Singer) (Mercury) ... 
Buster Poindexter (a.k.a. David Johansen), Buster's Spanish 
Rocketship (Island) ... It's on a Wednesday! Might as well start the 
weekend a day early and catch a great show. 
Michael Flatley Lord.of The Dance at Crown. 
Tickets through Select-a-Seat. 
Coming soon .•. · 
... all dates are tentative. 
m•m Iii i!llH!ll! !!i!!!!rnmmm . 
. :::.:.:: 
Sarah MacLachlan, Alison Krauss, Seven Mary 
Three, Tonya Donri'elly, k.d.Jang, and Primus. 
ii 
Clooriey 3nd>Kidritan .disturb the peace 
. ~ ., 
. BY.DAN FUREY' . 
DIVERSiONS WRITER 
.. ;r-... · •. 
becomes a speculation of.tei;rorist 
sabotage. 
Dr. Julia Ke.Uy (Nicole 
· Kidman);· a nuclear. scientist and· 
· ''Th~-Peacemaker" ~arks the head of the White House Nuclear 
much~~~tedfirstthe~trfoalretease Smuggling Group; teams up with 
of Dre~mWorks Pictures. · Studio Lt. Col. Thomas Devoe (George 
founders· of Dream Works include Clooney) to race to Eastern Europe 
Steven SpieJb'erg,David Geffen, and and uncover the conspiracy. 
ex-Dis~ey .chairman _ Jeffrey They make an interesting duo, 
KatzeQberg: · as Kelly has. the book smarts and 
···:·with a . foundi~g group of Devoe has the hands-on experience · 
exciting filffimakers at· the. helm of when dealing .with the enemy. Don't · 
the p~~ductiort, the IOgical expecta: look, for any. lo~e interests in their 
tions of~'The;Peacemaker" would relationship, thoug\1, as they.put the 
be higli.~ · · .. · · · · ·. .····.· ' ·.·. government first. . , . · 
lJiifdnunateiy for many, Kelly 'and Devoe soon come 
these expectations will be lost.some- to realize that ter~orism is not 'the. 
where in tb.e niiddle of tb.e film, as motive of the stolen nuclear weap-
they were for me. ons, but revenge by a group of 
The movie delivers on special Bosnians. · 
effects and enough George Clooney This is where the, film could 
to bypass the "ER" season, but falls develop into an inventive thriller, 
short ofan inteiligent story~line. but instead only brushes on the his-
The movie begins in. a re- torical and political significances · 
mote section of Russia where two and focuses on visual effects .and 
trains ar~'on a collision course. One Clooney' s cocky one-liners. 
carries passengers and tlie other; The viewer gets no clear un-
nuclefil;:.weapons that.are going to a derstanding of the nuclear bomb 
deactivated station.as a part of the heister's motives. As in most action 
nucl.ear disarmament treaty. . movies .of today, the film would 
Aftedhe~rash,anuclearJ:>last rather squeeze in 10 more shots of 
erupts the rural Russian landscape Clooney jumping out of an explod-
and puts the world's governments ingbuildingthandevelopamedium 
on red~aleit. The 'accident' quickly · between the opposing forces. 
H·ayes ':hits Cin~ihllati 
. ''''{)n:.3'GOod'•N~g11i~········.··· 
BY JEFF DAVIS 
. OP-ED EDITOR 
•·:··-·· 
... ~ .. 
·"i· 
included 'fri1~till Dancing with 
You'\ both of which.he co-wrote.· 
In addition to his older songs, 
Hayes .went on to perform cuts off 
of his forthcoming Cl). He gave 
Country singer Wade Hayes fans a sneak peek of.several songs 
first debuted on the'charts iri 1995. like "Are We Having Fun Yet'' and 
That year he came to Cinciml'ati to ·"Summer was a Bummer." 
open up for Alan Jackson at the As Hayes performed, one 
. file photo 
Nicole Kidman and George Clooney run from an exploding car in "The Peacenzaker", 
Bythetimethe_moviereached Althoughthefilmdazzlesyou October", "Patriot Games", or 
. the last act; set in New York' City, I with plenty of special effects, it lacks "Clear and Present Danger") save 
found myselfnot being able to staiid genuine human emotion. your $7. 
anymore ofClooriey,andKidman's "The Peacemaker" will obvi- In today'.s movfo business, 
on-sc~een bickering.· ·· · ously attract all the heart-throbbing fast-paced action· film~ .that make 
. Clooney's the tough guy. GeorgeClooneyfanswhojustwant you think are hard to come by. If 
militant who getsthings done Jlis · to see him on-screen. If that is your you "enture o~tto see "The Peace-
way, while Kidman plays the ste~ rea8on to see the film, I highly rec- .. maker"; expectto see today's Hol- · 
reotypical brain . that . has' ne~er ommend it. lywood norms-lots of bloodshed, 
touched a gun before .. This u~origi- For all of you who enjoyinteb 1"ig. star exposure, . ~nd an under-
nal team-up takes the movie to a ligent politiCalthrillers, (such as the developed plotthat-has been clipped 
highly predicable ending. Jack ~ya[} series-''Hunt for: Red .·at its wings. . . 
Mermaids,·~o~ts, arid. Players . ·• 
' ,, ; ' ' ' :.. - ' .. . ' . ·. 
BY LAUREN MOSKO 
ASST; 'DIVERSIONS'EDITOR'•' . 
This weekend, the students 
from Mermaid . Tavern and the 
Xavier Players (XU's drama club) • 
will join together and invoke their 
respective Muses, for the most 
innovative endeavor the University 
Theatre has ever seen. · 
It is called '.'Mermaid Tavern 
Brew: Poetry, in Performance"; the 
idea ·is three-dimensional .poetry, 
both classical and post-modern, 
adapted for the stage. 
nightengale is given lines, too. 
· Auditions were op~ri~ but the 
... crew consists. mainly of Mermaid~ 
and Players. · Dumon.t directs with 
the help of Suzanne Barrett, who 
. was recruited for technical direction. 
Dr. Geraldo Sousa and Dr; Tyrone 
Williams froni ' the . English . 
department are supervisors. · 
Riverfront Coliseum> couldn't help but to notice the three 
Since then, he has returned autographs on his guitar.· Th_ey are 
three times to perform solo on dif- those of Waylon Jt:nnings; Willie 
· . Director Katie Dumont, who 
·also· serves as the resident of the 
Perforffiaric~s· are· scheduled 
for Friday and s'atirrday, Oct. 3 and 
4, at 8 p.m., and Suriday, Oct. 5, at2 
p.m~ iri the UniVe'rsffy Ceriter The-
atre. There will be a coffeerecep-
tion after Sunday's show. Admis-
sion is '$7 for the general public and 
·. $3 for studen_ts. 
ferent stages in the 'area. NelsotJ., and. Merle Haggard ... ·· 
Last Thursday ·night, the Hayes says he has the auto~· 
Bethel Acres; .Okla. native strolled graphs on the instrument to remind 
in once again, this time to Coyote's him of the traditional countfY sound . 
in Fort Mitchell, Ky. he tries to keep a).ive in his iµusic.' 
Hayes' "modern-traditional" The. youngstt:r might not be 
'' 
.. ; . .:-~ 
.:-~ 
.... ' . 
sound 'once again took center stage on. the scale as the legends· ~e so 
as theperformerstucktohishitsthat. idolizes, but he's on a clear,pathto . ,:·. -
brought him from the depths 6f ' someday being so. .· . . . . , ' 
country's unknown. . His new album., '.'Tom ·Up· 
"This is the Life for Me " a from the Floor" will be out;Jan. 20 · 
song detailing the Hayes' early
1
de- and if his previous record sales. 
sire forcountry music and the stage, indicate anything (a gold record),· 
was the first tune' belted out by the . fans can expect to see many more of .· 
27-year~old. · · Wade"s songsshootlrigtothetopof ,. 
He then Went on to perform a the country chaitS. . .. 
set of five hits ()ff hls debutalbum, As Hayes wrapped up his' 
"On a Go9d Night,;, :Which included · show; he thanked' the crowd of close 
a rendition of the title track; . . to 1,000 fans and theril~ft the stage~ 
Hayes never stopped. to ~ay · Itseemsthough;if~ayes'-past 
muc~. except for an occasional, travels to Cincinnati are indfoiitive 
''ThankS fqr coming outtqnight," ·.of anything~he'll'be back';relilly· 
butheclidkeepthecrowdhappyby soon. . •' ,, ·-;• .,, ,,,, 
doing\vhathe.does best." · ·· Hayes 111aylike this city/but 
TJie.i99~:BiilbOardm~gazirie the f~s here,'just might, like;hlm·a 
top new countrY artist did mix his whole lotmore; . ·' . 
songs· around-from .. fast ·paced .. 
. ,.,, · ....... . 
songs like· "Old· Enough to; Know 
Better", to his slower ballads which 
Xavier Artt3 Risi~~q~g~,:~,pi~i~I\·. 
Medium l Topping-P.iZz.a, $.\5~:0() 
Larg~·cheese··pizta(·$:·5~0()· •.. 
B~alo Wings $.B.,LS() 
. .. · Bread Sticks .$.£9g"'\ .· 
Thin crust .or original doUgh only please 
.Deep Dish crust & additional toppings acid. $ .. 99 
. ~o coupon:'~ecessafy.~ pick-up or.delivery1 .. ·. 
,. . 
... 
. . 
t· 
.•· 
... 
!'; ,•~.•,'f. r . 
·• ~ ' p~ct of everyday pe9~le and prob~ · rhain order of btl~foess for Bl~e . · . 
The Bottle; Rockets lems. "Smokin' lOO'sAlorte"talks Rags. Even one of Leadbelly's ·'' Julie Dorion Madeleine. Peyr.oux . . . 
24 Hours J\. Day about a IOnely woman. waiting' for prunful tunes, "Bourgeois Blues";. 
(Atlilntic) her lover to return, while' "Waitin' getsthehappy-go-luckytreatment. ::'. 
· Loneliest in 
the Morning 
(~ubPop) .. 
dreamland 
(Atlantic). 
Country musicfused with rock 
'n' roll is something that I like. Froni . 
the early days ofJohn Cougar to the 
·current success of Wilco, country-
rock is something I can truly sit back 
and enjoy. · · 
The latest release from the. 
rural Missollri band, Bottle Rockets 
is also something that I can sit back 
and drink a beer with. This is an 
album about real people and real 
life. Each song touches on the as-
On A Train" discusses the life of a . Thisistheblueswithahappy. 
'lonely adolescent. There is also ending, and ]azz sans the bothC?r~ .: . 
some humoristic aspects to this al- some improvisation. . Truly the sweatered and sen-
bum: A man compares his love life .. Gershwin( whose "I Go( sitive indie "rockers''' of today owe 
·"to a roller coaster that he cannot get Rhythm" is covered here) did -the · .· more to the sweatered and sensitive 
off in ''Turn Fo(the Worse," ·and . same thing 70 years ago. Why d<?,' :· folkies of the '60s than anyone who 
another ni~ri) Io~~ is put on hold it again? · · · · , · . ·. ever sported a pompadour. :Hence, 
due to a faulfy fue(pump in "India- cMark Donahue· the independent folk movement has 
. napolis." Diversions Writer ·plenty of fertile ground on which to . 
This entire album js true to . flourish. · · · 
life, straight from the heart, and easy. iulie Doiron has a·fine, simple 
to listen to from start to finish. . Pfilbryte voice. 
-Dave Cappelletty • rfi t" Her .g· uitar play· ing is spare nnpe ec 10n 
· Diversions Writer and very original. This does much (igni~ion) to remove the annoying. melodrama · 
Blue Rags 
Rag-N-Roll i" 
(Sub Pop)· 
that has become inbred in folk, by 
taking· a more modest and sincere 
approach. 
Doiron values space in the 
musk, and it is as effective as actual 
notes. 
Rarely does a female vocalist 
emerge who can truly and convinc-
ingly "sing the blues" without whin-
ing. Madeleine Peyroux can and 
does on her new album, dreamland. 
This is ajaz:zlblues disc from 
start to finish, making the listener 
want to mi~ a stiff dririk and smoke 
him or herseif into a coma. (Which 
can be good or bad, depending on 
Another snappy, modern day 
redux of "good time" music from 
the earlier part of this centUry ha5 
arrived. Broadway Ragtime is the 
-Mark Donahue the day of the week• and whether 
Diversions Writer yourfatherwas a coal miner.) 'Soine 
·Kenny Way .. ne · trackshav~a'definitecountrymus"tc 
root, but are worked well into the 
Sheppard ·Band . blues line-up. 
Trouble Is.~. Peyroux covers '.'Walkin' af-
. (Revolution) ter Midnight", Edith Piaf s "La Vie 
Back By Populat,Dell?-and-,-Friday Nigh~ Fever.· 
. The.best of 70s, 80s, 90s dance.music· .. 
At first glance, I wa5 expect-
ing a loud, obnoxious, heavy metal 
album to come from Pfilbryte' s first 
effort Imperfection. 
Alas, the. entire · alJmm '.con~ 
. en Rose", and Bessie Smith' s"Reck-
. less Blues" and "Lovesick Blues". 
· -'"La Vie en Rose'.' brought 
back ,memories ofJiigh."school 
: ·• French class.· •Peyro~~Tsf~gs· i'n the 
." · Iang~age faultiessly.'..i the epitome 
of clear and fluid beauty. The 
accordian accompaniment .Perfects 
the track. 
Every Wednesday.:: COLLEGE NIGHT!!l ·· 
2 live bands,·DJ & live broadC:astfrom 
Channel Z":~rom ·8'-10pm hosted·by"Ster\ing!'. · 
Wed. Oct. l - s'keletons· and. F·orehead ·. 
Every Sunday- SUNDAY NIGHT FEVER 
. The~.ho:me of the• best disco in town : ' ~· -
Every.~~¢!., Fri., Sun. $1~00 Ddn'l<,~ . . 
Every Fr1;9Jf\Y - LADJES NIGHT! Free : · 
Admissio"h for the ladies in before.llpm. 
. ' ' .. ,,. ·~~" . . {. . 
• sisted of tiresome; unconnected, and . . 
'•poorly rapped lyrics placed .over 
quiet techno beats. 
· .. ·From start to finish, Pfilbcyte 
, annoys the listener, but does not · 
truly offend. . 
Other highlights include "Fun 
Out of Life" and "Muddy Water", 
Sadly, preservingthe blues in which are accompanied by a 
rock these days usually result in swingin' piano. 
music readymade for beer commer- • · These tracks save the disc 
* Concert Calen. d.a.r. * 
The first song, as well a8 the 
first single, "Merry Go Round" is 
mellow in its own right;·but is ex-
tremely repetitive and begins to· set 
the Jone for ~he rest of the album. 
The only true ·saving' moment to 
Imperfection• is the seventh song, 
cials. · · from getting completely depressing 
Twenty-year-old guitar whiz,.· at certain points. "Always a Use" is 
Kenny Wayne Sheppard,-is no dif- fun, too; it captures the open-high-
ferent. He creates a directionless . way appeal of acoustic guitar. . 
Sat. Oct. 4-· Live in concert the. voice .. of FREE, ti.tied "Goin' .Round." 
THE FIRM, & BAD COMPANY - Paul Rogers! ., Pfilbrytefinallyfoundasolid 
Tickets available at Titketmaster and Annie's · mix of music and lyric that works, 
-iiiiiiiiiliililiiiiilliiliiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii:• but sadly enough, he does not incor~ 
musical amoeba via lightweight Madeleine Peyroux ··has a 
gl-ooves and throw away lyrics. This voice that is warm and rich, worthy .. · 
is a testament to how overdoing of blues. She will open for Sarah 
1 ·IOO·KA.P·TEST 
w\vW.kaplari~colil : '· 
C&ll today to 
·-· •register for • 
·.our FREE 
. GMAT, LSAT & . 
MCAT 
admissions 
seminars!·· 
·eau.~-~..-.Cif1111r~own...: 
porate this with the rest of the disc. 
. Pfilbryte's debut is aptly ·named. 
· because it is full of.; his imperfec-
tions. 
~Dave Cappelletty 
'. Diversions Writer 
something is the kiss of death. Music MacLachlan .at Taft .Theatre . 
should involve more restraint than 
indulgence. 
· -Mark Donahue 
Diversions Writer 
~Lauren Mosko 
Asst. Diversions Editor 
Ele·ctronic Media 101 
Bv D~~<BABsoN. 
DIVERSIONS WRITER 
un~erst.aridable, • considering could u.sher in a "liberation of 
America's hist~ry ,ofunder appreci- · sound." 
ating its finest c;:reati\Tt: .achieve- Toward the end of his life just' 
ments. It seems,that:P,9e, ¥an.Ray, after the. '60s had begun, technol- . 
What does the word "techno" Jazz, anrjPaul.Austf?f liav.e all gained . ogy ih Germany was ai~eady devel-
· mean to you? Do you think rnonoto- more popularity in Europe than at oping, and by the '70s, artists such 
·nous, artificial noise? home over ~h9·ears .•.. ·. . . as Brjtain's Tarigerine Qream and 
Do you think "cheese"? Do We'Uexcuse;the French for FrenchmariJean~MiclieIJarre, were . 
you think anything? Jerry,Lew~s, bU,ttile:re.isnoque~tion going crazy whh'.~~og syntbesiZ-
Like any cultural phenomenon that our great~st artistic exports have ers ,and .other ele.ctron~c gadgetry. · · 
. out there, techno has its own over- ~ften • fo_u~·ct'tb.e.kws»st ardent sup-, • .·.By .the niid~1970s; rjisco had 
simplified, nemesis-like caricature porters ;:ibroad. Electronic music is hit it big in dance clubs eyeiywhere, 
to overcome. simpiy"another e~ampie. and the"stage was set for the 'devel~ 
Just as people might think of , :Edgar . .Yarese,. French~born opril~nt of what ~e know as te:chnb, . 
. Beavis and Butthead at the sugges- Am~rical1, .was· one~of the geniuses synth-pop, industiia(. hip~hop, 'and · 
, tion of a little Iron Maiden, they of m~dern m~~ic th~ocy~· He pro- house-modern efoctrdn~q ~~sic'. 
: · might also think of neon-clad robots posed that electronic machines able 
atthesuggestionofalittleKraftwerk .. to produce a nearly limitless array 
., . ·Such. ·a misunderstanding ·.is . of noises, notes and arrangements, 
· •. i',.·',;. .. 
We're more than just an ATM 
By Dave Coyle 
SGA President . 
In the past, the Student Government 
Association has been too passive 
when working with student clubs 
and organizations. All.too often, the 
only ti.rile they hear from us is when 
we'.ve passed a new regiilation, or 
when they come to us at budget time. 
But we're changing all of that. Most 
- ofus involved in SGA have worked 
with people around campus, in;vari-
offices· and departments; for 
The Student . Activities Colincil 
(SAC) believes it is very· important 
to keep the Xavier Students in~ 
formed. Because of this, we want to 
keep you up to date on the issue of a 
large-scale concert taking place at 
Xavier. We are putting a great deal 
of our effort into this issue and will 
continue to do our best. Two years 
ago we were able to have Candlebox 
and Sponge to our campus. How-
ever, after this concert it became 
_ apparent to us that we will not be 
able to have a large-scale concert at 
Xavier for some years to come. The 
issues that brought about this realiza-
tion are plentiful: 
1) Location - The only possible 
location available to us has been the 
Schmidt Fieldhouse. This location is 
no longer available for several rea-
sons. The fll'St is that we have run 
'into a great deal of scheduling con-
flicts. This facility is used by ath-
letic teams,. including basketball and 
volleyball, to_ practice and play on. 
The second reason is . that a . large-
scale concert btings the possibili~ of 
Upcoming SAC events: 
Open Mic Night 
Wed., Oct. l, 7-9 p.m. 
Residential Mall 
years. We know where you should 
go, and with whom you should talk, 
to get what you're 19oking for. 
And it's time we share those re-
sources with you. The Senate Asso-
ciation Affairs Committee is in the 
beginning stages of i:eorgariizing the --
Club Mentor Program, which in past 
years never got off the ground. This 
will put club and organization offi-
cers in regular contact with members 
of the Student Senate. 
We hope that you will no longer 
damage to the floor. Regardless of 
all the precautions we take in pro-
tecting the floor, we cannot take the 
chance that the teams would have to 
practice and play on an unsafe floor. 
view us as an organization that sim-
ply distributes money. Because 
there's more to what we do, and 
wliat we can do in tl,ie future, than 
'that. We're here to assist all orga-
nizations, and the entire student 
- body, in every way possible. So if -
you have a question, n_eed assis-
tance, or don't know how to resolv,e 
an issue, please let us know. 
SGA is not simply here to allocate 
. funds and send you on your way. , 
We are here to. ensure that your 
organization succeeds. 
4) ·Our Neighbors in Norwood and 
North Avondale - We must be con-
siderate of our neighbors in planning 
events on campus. Noise, parking, 
and strangers roaming the neighbor-
-hood are· sonie- of .. the concerns 
2) Cost - The cost ofa large band in brought up at meetings we have had 
itself is exorbitant.. The Candlebox with our neighbors. - Last year, for 
and Sponge concert was over example, during the Gufs concert in 
$45,000. Many large~scale bands · September, we received over 100 
are betw'een $40,000 - $50,000. noise complaints. We also have an 
This does hot include additional outdoor events policy which regu-
costs, such as sound; lights, and se- fates outdoor events and emiures that 
curity, which can.amount to addi- · they comply with Cincinnati and 
ti~11al te~~ .9f thou~!l!1cf,f;,qf d9llat;~. _ ,,- , . )\j'ocyvqod noise ordinances. 
3)- L6gistics - Xavier does not have -
adequate parking available fot a 
large-scale concert at this time. We 
must also address security and liabil-
ity issues. The University must k~ep 
the students' safety in mind at all 
times and cannot allow eyents to get 
outofhand. 
Please keep in mind that bigger does 
not always mean bette!. We have 
had some great up-and'."coming 
bands, such as Third Wish, here at 
Xavier. V{e plan to continue t() 
bririg bands of this quality, and we 
th8nk you for your understanding 
_ and support! 
.. ,. .. 
.l ~ ' , 
Senate 
Election 
.Today 
Today is thefinaldayforyoting in 
the Fall Senate Election .. -All cur-
rently enrolled students aie eligible 
to vote. Your All-Card must be 
presented to vote. 
Alter Hall _ 8 a.m. - noon 
- , Grill, Univ. Ctr. noon"-: 2 p'.m. · 
ComCdyfest I 
Thurs., Oct. 2, 9 p.m. 
Cafeteria 
CBA . 2 p.m. "'4 p.m. 
-- Cafeteria 4 p.m. - 7 p.m. 
For more information on these_ events, 
Fall Ball visit us at: 
. Fri., Oct. 3, 9 p.m. - 1 a.m. 
Music Hall, Downtown Cincinnati http://www.xu.edu/soa/sga/sac 
·-···•"ttol 
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PhOto of the Week .··.m FifthThi.rd Bank·. · Fifth Third has. In f~ct, we.ha'.ve'a-~ 
Backto schoolsttess sets in as these students , . 
lose their heads tn their room. The photogra- , 
pher, Kim Stover, wins a prize from the Newswire 
vault, which this week is a br~nd new sealed 
~ . . . 
package ofyellowmanila envelopes. Congrats! 
If you have a Photo 'of the Week submission; send.· 
it to· the attention of Deena Delfosse, Photo 
Editor, at the Newswire office in the Cohen Cen-
ter or mail it on campus to :Site.2129. All photos 
will be returned to.their photographers. 
GIVE US TIME TO REPAY 
YOUR LOAN.·· 
Building Careers for a Lifetime. 
HaVeyou·• 
····thought• 
CAREER: ? . yet. e 
.Meetwith Re~ruiters and 
find out more_abol1tthese 
challenging and rewarding 
opportunities at our 
Pre-Night Session 
Wednesday, 
· ... Yfi<le range of 
reW'arding,lo~g7' 
lasting <:(lr~et'.1 
. withth.e natiorl~g: 
· .. ·· le~di~~ ftnand_ai'. 
• Accounting · 
. Ass9ciate · 
• Commercial 
Associate . · 
·•.operations · .· 
Assoeiate · - · . :_ , 
• Retail Associc:l~~·' October 15th Sign Up At The 
Placem~nt Office Today! · · 
· Why should you choose 
.Fifth Third Bank for your 
career?.Here are a few of · 
the many reasons: 
' · Hl1inan Respurces 
Department 
• Unlimited growth 
potential • Aggressive Profit 
· Sh_aring.• Health, Dental, 
. Vision and Life.Insurance 
• Stock Purchase Plan 
• .401K savings plan • Paid 
· · holidays and vacations 
· • Educational As,sistance plan. 
fifth Third Bank 
38 Fountain· 
Square Plaza .... , .· .. 
Cincinnati, OH 45263 :· 
Fax (513) 744-8621 · :/: 
' ·. :····;}',, 
Visit our web site at :< 
www.53;com '' 
We are an equal . · 
opportui:iity employer 
.--~---~~~~~-:.,-~~-------~------..... ------~~~-:---~--~~---
Security National Automotive Acceptance :Corporation 
· Crescendo Award Winner 1992, 1993, 1994 & 1995 · · · · 
CEO Awarded "Entrepreneur of the :Year" ·1995. 
We are a nationwide automotive· finance company seeking candid~tes interested hi· 
becoming part of a challenging arid successfull team atmosphere. Security Natfonru·is 
one of the nation's larger buyers and servicers of primacy and s~condary car, ioan~; We 
will provide you with an interesting & challenging position, a casual & friendly ·' 
environment.& the opportunity to grow professionally & p(!rsonally! . · : • 
COLLECTIONS . . .· 
ACCOUNT REP. - FULL TIME · . . . . 
Collect on delinquent automqtive installment loans. Min. 6 mos. expdn collections . 
preferred, but not required. Skip'. tracing experience a plus. FuJl-Time hours include: 2 
days/wk 8-5p; 2 days/wk 12,.9p; and a Sat. or Su:-t. · ·. · -' 
' . . ;" .~ ~·: . ' . . . . 
CREDIT 
CREDIT ANALYST 
Purchase automotive contracts for primary & secondary loans. We ·require.1 yr; recent 
lending exp., preferably in automotive/installment lending, & 1 yr. collective exp. Full-
Time hours: Mon-Fri. 12-9pm with every other Sat. 9-6pm 
LOAN PROCESSOR 
Pull creditbure,aus, process·auto loans and ·provide dealer service. Qualified applicants 
will possess administrative arid int~rpersonal skills, problem solving ability and ·. 
excellent communkation and. organization skills; experience in credit/finance preferred. 
Experience with· PC/Word Processing a plus. Full-time hours: 2 days/wk 9-6p; 2 days/wk 
12..:9p w/every other Sat 9-6pm 
SYSTEMS . . 
NOTES l'ROGRAMMER ... ·.·. ... . .. ·. . . , 
.· Programs Lotus Noteg'4;5. Must· have a working knowledge of Lotus Notes 4.5, lyr. of 
notes experience, and befainiliarwith Lotus Scripts. Knowledge of Domino a plus. 
Afterjustthreey~~sin ~~~~~E~~~~ION MANAGER,. 
the Army, your college loan COLLATERAL MANAGER . 
couldbeathfugbfthe·past. MARKETING MANAGER . . '" 
Under#leA,hp.y'sLoan SY,STEM:SMANAGER · ... ·. . . . ' . .·. .. . . . 
Repaymentprogram, each Managedepartmentsranging.fron12.,.3 to 20-40 persons, depending on depai:tment; create 
year you serv~'.on active duty and implement a departmentstrtegic plan, maintain daily operations of department, train 
reduces yoiir indebtedness by department staff, provide dealer s~~i~e and develop .department policies and procedures. 
one-third01~$1,5QO;whichever ACCOUNTING MANAGER · . . . . . . 
amount is greater, tiptQ .a . , · Manage a 5-7 perso.Iidepai-tment. P:tiepare and analyze financial and operatiOrifil reports 
_ , .• . .. · $65,000 limit.• ... /' : _· :- ;· . · ... : for executive manageme,rit and external parti~s, assist in year end audits and.A~set 
Th. · ·· f. ~ · Ii t ·p · ki Lo·· ,. · ·si~.t.t d Lo · · · · Securltizatiori transactions;·· Oversee routine accounting functions such as bani,< IS 6 ter app es o er ns · .. ans, w.uor .· ··. ans / reconciliation, AIR,' Al,P and general Ledger, create and implement a department strategic andcertainotherfederallyins~redloanswhicharel1ot plan. CPA required:: · ·· · · , ·· 1. ·:: · · · 
in default. - All management posfrions require a minimum of 3-5 years solid managemeQ.texpe,rience, 
And this is just the first of many benefits the Army ability to work closely with department personnel and management team, sfrorig c.oriiputer 
will give you. Get the whole story from your Army skills and excellent communication skills; Bachelor's Degree or equivalent experience 
Recruiter. required. · · 
Located near Kings Island. Great benefits including medical/life insurance, tuition 
reimbursement, 401 (k) & more. · · · 
. .Se.curity Natio.riaL · . 
Fax resmnes to:-'(513) 4S9-7318 . ,,. 
ph: (Si3) 459-8118 Ext.269 . 
513-73·1-4400.' ' 
• ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE!, .. 
.. ,, ww\Y:goarmy.com ... •, 
· -~ _r_;·-·.: , -, ~··.•.4· 4 _.'."·~·-··,-'.•·-.·· •. •·· ....... , • •·.· .. -~· ~ • ···.•·· . .-_.. ... · .......... . 
. ~ ... ,. .• . 
- ,·;: 
'.-.·. :·,, 
• SQ., 0,, .. ·· • .. ·d .•..'.· ..  a····· .. ·.·,Y,· ·.· . .,,. ·.· .''. ""·", :gr''".e'f·a,~·t'•:;·tH'.;h'~'·Yi'.in'd,·.'g'e·.M··'·s· ... "'.·~··,.:r~ar'. e;:;~·,t·,.·.'·.,a··.:~,c·q'r,· ..'·au··.·.:.,n·ar"t':·s~e.:~., .. ,··· ,·i' ~''s'..,r'fi"a.""u"'t·."~'""'1r"·io~s':f. 
and !lrt. From H~ a.m.-5, p.m. there · 
·· is a Hyde Park Square Art Festival 
on the square. Art and fee cre~m is ·OCTOB~RS. 
there !! better mix? · · · ' Women's soccer will be tak-
ing on St. Bonaventure on Corcoran 
.Ffoldatlp.m. ThatgivesyoQample m· .. ... o ..·· .•..• n··.· .·· ...  ·.·d· _.·a .. ·:· •.y· . . · .... 
time to. get plenty of rest from the 
lasi t\yo nights. This teamlias been 
-·doing ·very wen and .. ytiu will be ·.· 0. CT. dBER 6 . 
--- .... -... --.. -·-- . ~ > 7"":cJ.;i:b:;;::;:;:----;~------- !~~~~t;:!th;!~:C~~=~Y,:~P:~ It's.game night in the 
. . - . . . .. >>•: .~ ·~.ear. stobe~littleeasie~thantos.sin_g. saturday them. Downumler .. For.alLof those th~t 
. OCTO. BER. l . it Women s soccer will b.e domg a . . . spent io many nights locked up in 
httt:: pre-dance foot juggling on OCfOBER 4 Brother Pryor is such a taV your room playini;:c.,.ds Overy 
· . · · . 'Prcoran Field with Duquesne at 
1 
ented man. Not Only does he teach; .weekend night; y~U ~niill)I h•ve a 
. Ii' s 3:30 p.m: l\fid.You ne'ea to _p:m. · · · . . . The vollyball team needs all but he is also an artist {please notice reason to Crime .out of _your cave. 
Walre up. .Solutio~: 6>ff&i ff ·it • Of the support they can get, sO please th• painting in the University Cen-• From 3,6 P,m. there Will be !!ucbre, 
works in the mornini,··.ihr~Ot the I( you want to learn how to · help Out aS much as ;'ou can, Come ter stairwell). If you have not been' Hearts, Spa4es, and' UNO ·ilanies. 
afternoonz 'But,_wheie do You go to . ,fly, but don't have wings, then j~in . o~ an'd !how some of your XU spirit . fortu)late e_nough to experience his . Free food will be at yoµ,:.' disposal, 
get hot, fresh btewe<r00ff<e? Duh, the rest ofour HAPPY school at the w4en .th•Y play Temple in the m, Y?U cad now. l!e will be open- . but only if you play.. . .. . . 
Internatfonal Coffee HourinLodge '.'Free Falling" Fall Ban: The Jes- Fieldhouse at 6 p.m. No.; need to· mghls exhibit "Sacred Personages, 
LearningLab. That isway foo inter- sons to fly arefrorn9 p.m.- l a.m. at worry, the game will be ov~r in time Sacred Places" at. the Covington 
national! · · · · .·.• •·. ·· · · Music HalL Bµsses will b.~ .~\fail-' for you to go out and do whatev~rit Cathedral's Basilica of Assumption' 
able for all of those unable fo drive is you might do on a Saturday night Galle,ry. From 10 a.m.-4 p.m. you 
"Lord of the Darice'; is at the 
The. Crowri until Wepnesday. The 
foot work, lights, and music 'will 
have you in awe until St Patrick's 
D~y, which is only 162 days away .. 
Michael Flatley will not impress 
you with hi~ chest; but his feet can 
do the impossibJe. 
. . · W,omen can have all the ql}es- orifyoupon't r~member howto ge~ . at Xavier. , will;havethe opportimity to explore 
tion.s. they have about their heaith there; · ·. ' · hisinainfocusofglorificationofthe 
answered at th~ Multic.ultural Af- · . , · .'.> ., ;" · Openirig night at the Crown is ·world of spiri~ and its inhabitants. 
fairsHouse. Theywillb~holdinga •• Theopeningrec~ptionof:','The ~ls.o the ·opening night for. ~ise~ibitwillbeavailableforyour· Wo~e~' s Health Fair from 4-7 p.m; Tragedy Series;' by David Rohs is at Cincinnati's Cyclones, the olderice viewmg pleasure until Nov. 2. 
Topics~ncludesexualityinthe '90s; .6 p,ni.· An exhibition of painting, hock~y team. The,Weekenders are 
healthy •relationships, and. others, sculpture, and sound will make you .·providing tickets. for $5 ·(available. · ·. There will be a "Unique Bou- tll~§Jiay 
OCTQBER7 
Skin care specialists vvill beavailable look fl_tart in a whofo new way. A i? front of the Cafe) and transporta-: tique" in the Terrace Room at 6:30 
to tell you what Mary.Kay products · new. three dimensional "sound t10n, sq you don't have to deal with ?·i.m Mary Kay cosmetics (very 
you should buy at the "Unique Bo·u~ · painting" will. be performed ~f the thetraffic,orthey dori' t have to deal important for college students), 
tique" on Sunday. ' . ·· ._ '- ·. • r~cep.tion. It will be open for your with you. · 'Tupperware (great for taking .food 
h 
:\li.~wmg pleasure at the Xavier from the Cafe), baskets (to collect · ··. · ·· · 
t Ors
. da UniVeisityArtGalleryuntilNOv. 
1
. Realnien go to the~ballet. .TO• junk you will aquire), cand)es (to ·• An~iherdayiOr~i.dlci-such 
" : y proye that you're a real ina~,find coyer up suspicious smells), and• abusyweekend;.Pickupt11epictµres · 
" · HappyBirthdaytotheforiner· ~someone youwant to impress and otherstuffwillbesold. Mostofthe ·• yo~tookatthedanceandsolvethe· 
. man"!ling Odifur of tire Newswir( take . them to Swm< Lake .at , th0 · items are. o~ly found at houSe pni- • ·~~lyed \DysierieS: · . . .·; '. · 
· .: W~() -~~moyed on to bigger and ,.'.'~ron~ffCenter. Pleasedo not bring ties, so this is sort oflike,tJ:ie parties_;·· . • :<• , , ... ,·_.·. . ... .. .·. 
Frank King has the best sto- . bet~er .. things: . •- ··· yourownfo?d totheballet like Matt your mom used to have; on~y bigger~t>~•< ,Start pa,~king for FaH..Bfeak, 
Watch hisslide show of his trips at . . ,,~~!· ~~t, \';'11 g,ety?~.,;"9~~·~·; . . and better. · • . << . •: ·· ,Its~ W edDiday after cl8s80.' I 
OCTOBER2. 
the Comedy .Fest in the Cafe at9 ·· · · · · · · · · · · · · •' · ·· loyeNewY!'fk':'•',;· .. '·· :'[ 
p.in. Now, th~se are real car trip's 
that we are talking about, not drug .. 
'induced. · 
Needed to buy a water filter 
so you could drink some water? . 
Want to know why? Because.our 
water is pollutecl. Want to• know 
something else?. The Mill Creek is 
America's most endangered· urban 
river. Know what that means? 
There's going to be a Hamilton 
County Clean Water R.ally at l'loon 
in front of Hamilton Cotinty Court-
house. ·· · · 
Gotta ~ing ittonight?. BW-;• 
in. Norwocidis having college night · 
startingat6p.m. Showyourstudent 
ID for cheap food arid drlnks;'It's 
not just tonight, butevery Thursday! 
frid~y 
OCTOBER3. 
I 
. TELEPHONE SALES 
. We are looking for fµn~. 
. energetic students to' staff 001' 
Silverton/Kenwood calling center. 
If you are interested in earning $8/ 
hr., having fun, and helping thpse 
· in need - give us a · 
call at 794-7740. 
.·HELP WANTED 
. GalD.e ~lln1Jf ll~turing. . 
. company .hiring.for'llss~mhly and 
warehousefor Oakly/Norwood area. 
· 3.5-40 .hrs. w':'t'.~~ay8'9a.lll:~5p.m. 
. ~tarting.wage· $6;00.J1oudy and up. 
Apply in"perso11 at Late for the Sky, 
· 561 Reading Rd. 
. Cincinn1tti~· OH 4S202· .. ··. · 
EARN 
$750-$1,500/WEEK ·SPRING BREAK 
HELP WANTED 
After school child care and 
"chauffeurnfor two boys, 8 and. 5 
y~ar.s old. ·3:30-6p.m. Mo:o,day-
Fr1day in· Hyde Park. Must have 
own car: Pay negotiable; Call 
. Raise all the mon:ey yom· 
group needs by sponsoring ll VISA 
Fundraiser on your ca~pus. No 
, OutgoirigindfVi.diials - sell 15 
.. & go FREE. Cancun: South Padre M~zatlim; Jamaica; South Beach ' . 
. inves~ment and very little time 
needed. There's no obligation; so 
why not call for i~ormation today. 
Fla. Guaranteed Best Prfoes. 
. . 1-800-SURFS-UP 
ww": .studentexpress .~om 
. 321~8597 nights/week~nd~ 
NOW HIRING 
Need hooks? Want extra 
money?. Want to work with a fun 
and flexible. company? .The Cooke~ · 
m Hyde Park is hiring ~nergeti~ · 
people for all po.sitions~ Many' · 
. ·Xavier students have already joined.· 
our team; Come in for an immedi- . · 
-. ate interVie'\V:.; 37SO Pa~ton Rd. 
Call 1-8007323-.8454 x95 
'FREE .T .. SBIRT. , .. 
+$1,000 
. APARTMENT FOR RENT 
. 2BDR - Equipped Kitchen -
Dishwasher, AC, Laundry, 
Parking, $475 plus utilities. ·· 
Credit Card·fundraisers for 
fraternities, sor,orities & groups. Any· 
. -.·· campus organization can raise up to ·. 
.. $1,~00 by ':'arning a whopping $5NISA 
applic~tion. Call l-800~932-0528 ext . 
. . 751-.3467 
·· 65. Qualified callers receive ·FREE T-
HELP WANTED . 'sHIRTP: · .. ·. · .. · 
., ·:' ... ' 
· ... · .. ··. 
·· Vollyball is fodes~rlbable. 1f:. 
you don' (understarid, ·just. go; a~d · watc:~. our team.: "La Saile will be ZIPS CAFE . ' . HELP WANTED 
-visitingtheniinSchmidtFieldhousd. ·.·.· ':'.: I~i;iowhiring kitchen help.·•···. , _. ·• · Experienced enthusiastic 
for a fri~ndly IIlatch of'tossi~g the · ,The hori.rs'are flexible; sow~ call. ·.· · · fitt~ess i~strii~to~.needed. Day and 
Teachers - ParHime· 
<openings, evenings, 'lltTri.-
Comity and Blue Ash Syl~an 
Learning Centers - must have 
· .·. undergraduate degree. . . 
SHOW ME THE MONEY!! 
The. Cooker·ii:i, Hyde Park is 
conducting immediate interviews. 
for energetic Xavier students who 
wa?t to he s4owD. the mo~ey: Top 
, pay for all positions; Come in 
white baJl over the net withotit let-··· ~oi'.k around your school sche.dule. . , :eveniiJg classes. 'Great Pay. 
ting·iUouchthe flo,or. ·Hop'efuliy •. Stop in and talk to tis lltl036 Delta.··· · · ... ··. .· • Lorri, 761-7500 
they will be ablefo·hari.dle this it.· · ·~ve:';:Mt. Lo9kot1t Square. · doesn~tsound ·. diffi~ult but' ~ho ·. . ··. ' :\ .: · 
ktlows. · Game time is 8.{7 'iu~. It • 
should be over'in,:enough time to.· 
prepare for of the dance, and 'they 
. are in seriou~ n.eed of our support'" 
Show them W,e care; . 
-lfim·.:.,···-· -
· Stud~nlteacher ratio is 3 to 1, 
reading or math, weekday 
· - . evenings 4-8p.m; Paid· 
training provided. Cllll judy 
at 671-8885; · · · today. 3780 Paxton Rd. 
,• •/ii.(' '. •' ; , .. . . ,,·. 
